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ABSTRACT
In the present age, human life is prospering incredibly due to the 4th Industrial Revolution or The
Age of Digitization and Computing. The ubiquitous availability of the Internet and advanced
computing systems have resulted in the rapid development of smart cities. From connected
devices to live vehicle tracking, technology is taking the field of transportation to a new level. An
essential part of the transportation domain in smart cities is Ride Sharing. It is an excellent
solution to issues like pollution, traffic, and the rapid consumption of fuel. Even though Ride
Sharing has several benefits, the current usage is significantly low due to limitations like social
barriers and long rider waiting times. The thesis proposes a novel Ride Sharing model with two
matching layers to eliminate most of the observed issues in the existing Ride Sharing applications
like UberPool and LyftLine. The first matching layer matches riders based on specific human
characteristics, and the second matching layer provides riders the option to restrict the waiting
time by using personalized threshold time. At the end of trips, the system collects user feedback
according to five characteristics. Then, at most, two main characteristics that are the most
important to riders are determined based on the collected feedback. The registered characteristics
and the two main determined characteristics are fed as the inputs to a Machine Learning
classification module. For newly registering users, the module predicts the two main
characteristics of riders, and that assists in matching with other riders having similar determined
characteristics. The thesis includes subjecting the proposed model to an extensive simulation for
measuring system efficiency. The model simulations have utilized the real-time New York City
Cab traffic data with real-traffic conditions using Google Maps Application Programming
Interface (API). Results indicate that the proposed Ride Sharing model is feasible, and efficient as
the number of riders increases while maintaining the rider threshold time. The expected outcome
of the thesis is to help service providers increase the usage of Ride Sharing, complete the pool for
the maximum number of trips in minimal time and perform maximum rider matches based on
similar characteristics, thus providing an energy-efficient and a social platform for Ride Sharing.

xi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Impact of Automation and Ride Sharing
The world is progressing rapidly from a perspective of technology and innovation due to
The 4th Industrial Revolution. The ultimate motive of the revolution or the digitization is to
convert time-consuming manual tasks to automation [1, 2]. Automation includes the interference
of computing systems and sophisticated software to execute and speed up the manual tasks [3].
Also, automation not only acts as a catalyst for speeding up the processes but also significantly
increases productivity. Several domains experience the usage of automation and technology like
Finance and Banking, Manufacturing and Production, Information Technology (IT) Industry,
Education, Health and Public Safety, Medicare, and many more [2, 4, 5]. The list also includes
the domain of Transportation, on which the thesis mostly focuses [2, 3].
Transportation is one of the most vital domains for humankind [6]. The need for vehicles
is comparable to the necessity of food and water to humans. Irrespective of weather conditions,
vehicles provide the ability to swiftly traverse from a source to a destination [6, 7]. Engineers and
researchers are continuously deploying advanced tools in vehicles, which offer smoother and faster
transportation, making human life easier [6].
Incorporating the latest technologies avails a system to perform better and achieve more
significant results [4]. The ability of a system to execute tasks while exploiting the features of the
advanced technologies is a smart system [8]. Such systems include the coupling of an environment
that is generally orchestrated by human beings with machinery plus computing power [2, 8]. A
popular paradigm of smart systems is smart cities, and transportation forms a crucial component
[4].
Smart transportation serves various benefits in terms of automobile communications and
tracking. An example that revolutionized vehicle connectivity is manipulating cell controls via
vehicle handles through Bluetooth and Network [9]. Also, driving is smarter and more
manageable with features like Steering Assists, Cruise Control, and the latest innovation in the
1

market, Auto-Parking, and Auto-Pilot [10, 11]. Such examples constitute the smart
transportation domain, and an essential part is Ride Sharing.
A simple definition of Ride Sharing is to share a ride among multiple users. The history of
Ride Sharing dates back to the times of World War II [12, 13], during the oil and energy crisis.
The concept of Ride Sharing emerged as a bright and potent idea of sharing a journey and was an
effective way of saving plus sharing oil or fuel resources [13]. With time, world conditions
improved, automobiles evolved, economies thrived, and as people started getting financially
stable, a downfall in the utilization of Ride Sharing was observed, resulting in people owning
self-purchased vehicles.
In the present age, under the topic of Green Computing, Ride Sharing is gaining much
attention [14]. Ride Sharing is synonymous with names like Ride-Hailing, Car-Pooling, and
Vehicle-Pooling. Hence, in the further chapters of the thesis, the term Ride Sharing is referenced
with Ride-Hailing, Car-Pooling, and Vehicle-Pooling. Utilizing the basic idea of Ride Sharing, the
thesis proposes an Enhanced Ride Sharing Model (ERSM). The enhanced model addresses several
issues as surveyed in current Ride Sharing applications.
1.2 Motivation
A ride in a smart automobile is safer and better as compared to conventional vehicles.
Even though automobiles provide many benefits, they also give rise to many problems. The
problems arise due to the continuously rising requirements of people for fuel resources. A study of
previous applications led to the discovery of a relation between the number of vehicles and the
current rising population. The relation states that as the population increases, the number of
vehicles increases [7, 15]. It is valid that the immense growth in the overall number of vehicles has
risen exponentially in the past decade, which has directly impacted the present traffic conditions
[16]. Solutions like High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes are proposed to address the traffic issue
[17] in existing Ride Sharing systems, but there has not been a significant improvement in current
traffic scenarios [18].
With traffic, vehicle fuel consumption has increased exponentially, and in the coming
years, there is a possibility of outrunning the natural resources [19]. Governments from many

2

countries are investing in technologies for renewable energy generation, but the rate of fuel
consumption is much higher than the rate of renewable energy consumption [20]. Other hurdles
include the installation and production costs for renewable energy generation. The byproducts of
burning fuel are the smoke and harmful gas emissions that have detrimental effects on the
environment and human health [21].
One of the primary issues in the domain of transportation is the pollution resulting due to
emissions from many vehicles [22]. As the population increases, the number of vehicles and
emissions increases, resulting in Global Warming [7, 15, 23]. Additionally, the emissions not only
affect human health but every living being on the planet Earth [21]. For example, the number of
reported cases of respiratory issues has hiked up to notable levels in the past five years [24]. An
increase in the number of vehicles also leads to car accidents, and a minor but critical issue of the
decrease in the number of parking spaces [23, 25].
Ride Sharing is a possible candidate solution to the aforementioned problems of traffic, air
pollution, and rapid fuel consumption. It is the process of sharing a ride among people who are
traversing through a series of sources and destinations. In Ride Sharing, the journey is completed
by following a specific trajectory that is formed using multiple locations [25, 26]. Moreover, Ride
Sharing increases the number of HOV lanes, providing a smoother traffic flow.
Currently, there exist many Ride Sharing applications. The thesis includes a detailed
study of several Ride Sharing applications and has listed several limitations in the previous works.
The three primary persisting problems in most cases are that riders do not reach the seating
capacity of the vehicle, the system suddenly adds or accepts passengers on an ongoing trip, and
riders avoid Ride Sharing due to the social barriers, as riders do not know with whom they are
going to travel on an upcoming trip [27, 28]. Such factors lead to consumer disappointment and
frustration. The motivation of the thesis is to provide solutions to the three aforementioned
issues, along with several others that are stated in further chapters.
1.3 The Enhanced Ride Sharing Model
Ride Sharing is a definite practical solution if applied effectively [29]. For example,
consider a case of five users who have their distinct vehicles for commuting purposes. If the five
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users decide to share a ride, they cut down the usage of four cars. Eliminating the usage of four
cars leads to an overall reduction in traffic and a decrease in fuel consumption plus carbon
emissions by almost 80% [23, 30]. Additional advantages include splitting the stress, fatigue, and
fares among riders, increasing parking spots, and encouraging social interactions with others
during the journey [25, 30, 31, 32]. The use case of the five users sharing a ride is portrayed in
Figure 1.

Cut Down Traffic
Avail More
Parking Spaces

5 Riders
Share 1 Vehicle Instead
Travelling By 5
Individual Vehicles

Less Accidents
Split Rider Stress & Trip
Expenses Like Toll
and Fuel Fares

Cut Down Fuel & Carbon
Emissions by 80%

Improve Air Quality

Figure 1: General Advantages of Ride Sharing.
Figure 1 represents the universal benefits of Ride Sharing by showcasing an example of five riders.
All riders decide to share one vehicle instead of using five distinct vehicles. The result is reducing
fuel consumption and gas emissions from the four vehicles. Other benefits include reduced traffic,
fewer accidents, using one parking space instead of five parking spaces, and dividing the stress
and expenses among users on the trip.
Currently, there exist problems in Ride Sharing applications like social barriers and the
sudden rider addition without rider consent. Such factors cause people to avoid the usage of Ride
Sharing [33, 34]. A fact obtained by research is that humans thrive on social relations and cannot
stay isolated for long. Also, human beings tend to associate themselves with people having similar
characteristics [35]. The thesis uses a similar kind of approach and utilizes human attributes in
the rider matching layers. The aim of the thesis is to implement an Enhanced Ride Sharing Model
that addresses the issues related to unknown characteristics of riders and the sudden elongation of
the trip time. The Enhanced Ride Sharing Model, in a nutshell, is depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The Enhanced Ride Sharing Model (ERSM) in a Nutshell.
The Enhanced Ride Sharing Model includes the basic Ride Sharing approach with newly designed
two matching layers. The first layer matches riders based on certain human characteristics. The
second matching layer matches riders based on limited traveling time riders provide at the time of
rider registration.
The designed model in the thesis includes Ride Sharing technology with two matching
layers. The model begins with the rider registration, where users provide required profile data
along with five specific characteristics. Characteristics are the requirements that define the search
criteria for a match and are positive integers on a scale of 1 to 5. The selected human
characteristics in the system are chatty, friendliness, safety, punctuality, and comfortability. Once
a user registers to the system, the proposed model searches and matches riders having a similar
set of characteristics. The matching of riders using the five characteristics constitutes the first
matching layer.
The thesis proposes a novel concept of User Threshold Time (UTT). In registration, riders
provide the User Threshold Time or User Tolerated Time. UTT is defined as the time in minutes
that riders are willing to spend during the event of picking other riders. It is the maximum
waiting time that both riders and drivers agree to accept a rider. UTT in the thesis is taken on a
scale of 10 to 30 and in multiples of 5. Therefore, riders can select one of the following, 10, 15, 20,
25, and 30 as the UTT. Based on minimal UTT of a rider on a trip, drivers pick other riders to
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respect the tolerated time of other riders. Hence, riders are only accepted if they are at a
traveling time or waiting time, which is less than or equal to registered UTT. User Threshold
Time assures travelers do not wait long, picking other riders during a journey.
The next stage in the proposed model is the execution of the matching layers, which
begins with a broadcasting rider request. The ride request triggers a search for other riders
having similar registered characteristics. The output list from the characteristics matching layer is
the input to the UTT matching layer, where the traveling time between the locations of the
broadcasting rider and other riders is computed using the Google Maps APIs and verified if the
calculated time is less then trip UTT. If riders satisfy the matching layer conditions, the system
adds them onto the final trip itinerary, marking the completion of trip formation.
After the trip formation, the execution of a novel designed feedback system begins where
riders rate the driver as well as other riders on the trip. The feedback given by a user forms an
essential data-set as the system uses the feedback data to compute the two main characteristics
for every user. The determined characteristics are later employed by the Machine Learning
algorithms to predict better rider recommendations. The generic control flow of the designed
system in the thesis is reflected in Figure 3.
The two determined characteristics are the Feedback-Given-Characteristic and
Feedback-Received-Characteristic. Feedback-Given-Characteristic is derived based on the
feedback the rider gives to other riders, while Feedback-Received-Characteristic is computed
based on the feedback the rider gets from other riders. The two main characteristics are used to
determine the characteristics a rider most focuses on a trip while rating other riders. In the end,
based on the feedback patterns in past trips, the system assigns the two most favored
characteristics to every rider.
The computations for determining the main characteristics of a rider are quite complex
and tediously high. Thus, after recording a sufficient number of trip and feedback records, the
thesis made use of the Machine Learning classification algorithms or classifiers to predict the main
characteristics of a rider, which eliminates the need for complex computations. Machine Learning
(ML) is a technology where a system learns and trains based on an existing data-set and predicts
outputs for new input data [36, 37]. In the case of the Ride Sharing model, the thesis employs the
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Figure 3: The Control Flow of Ride Sharing Model.
The control flow describes the consecutive execution steps of the system. The execution starts
from the broadcasting rider request and follows by allocating a driver, executing matching layers,
recording rider feedback, and computing the two main characteristics. The final step is to predict
the two main characteristics based on the trained and tested Machine Learning classifier for the
newly registering riders.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification algorithm. After appropriate training and testing,
the SVM classifier predicts the two main characteristics of newly registering riders. Riders are
recommended based on the predicted main characteristics.
In the chapter of results, the model’s explorations and analysis showcase that it is possible
to allocate the best-matched riders using characteristics and UTT. The proposed model in the
thesis aims to increase the Ride Sharing while respecting rider considerations and decrease
consumer frustration.
1.4 Contributions
The key contributions of the thesis are listed as follows:
i Performing the rider matching using the characteristics matching layer.
ii Filtering riders matched in the characteristics matching layer using the UTT matching layer.
iii Recording user feedback and computing the two main characteristics for every user, which are
Feedback-Given-Characteristic and Feedback-Received-Characteristic.
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iv Using a Machine Learning Algorithm to predict the two main characteristics and recommend
riders for newly registering users.
v Evaluating the proposed model with an extensive simulation and real data to analyze the
model efficiency.
Based on the user characteristics and UTT, the system allocates the riders based on
similar characteristics on a trip to ensure they have a joyful and stress-free ride. The motive of
the thesis is to reduce trip differences and promote an interactive journey. Through UTT, the
model tries to minimize consumer frustrations in cases where the user unexpectedly waits for a
long time on a short trip. The observations and results in the thesis show that The Enhanced
Ride Sharing model is feasible, and can be deployed to increase the usage of Ride Sharing.
Ultimately, the objective of the thesis is to enhance the usage of the present Ride Sharing services
using the human characteristics, user feedback, and UTT, which will indirectly reduce the effects
of Global Warming and increase the fuel reserves for future generations.
1.5 Organization of the Thesis
The organization of the rest of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 describes the related
works for the present Ride Sharing applications. Chapter 3 includes the discussion of the system
model, which possesses the problem statement and system architectures. Chapter 4 describes the
methodologies followed for the proposed model, and Chapter 5 showcases the designs of the
Enhanced Ride Sharing Model using Machine Learning algorithms and reports the simulations
performed to test the system efficiency. Chapter 6 presents the model results plus observations,
and Chapter 7 has the concluding remarks and plans to improve the proposed model.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
With the presence of advanced technologies and complex computing systems, there has
been immense development in the field of Ride Sharing. Companies like Uber, Lyft, Via, Ola, and
Juno are continuously developing ideas to improvise their applications and revenue models [38].
However, due to the lack of appropriate equipment and technology, Ride Sharing is discouraged in
many states and countries. Even though governments are putting efforts and proposing plans to
encourage Ride Sharing tactics like reducing taxes on vehicles affiliated with Ride Sharing
applications and using public plus private transportation in conjunction with Ride Sharing
services, the overall market for Ride Sharing remains low. [18, 39].
The chapter of the literature survey begins with the research of current popular Ride
Sharing applications. The next section is of the study, which addresses different vehicle traversing
approaches and the modern technologies integrated with the existing Ride Sharing applications.
The section after the study of modern technologies with Ride Sharing applications presents the
methods for determining the two main characteristics for a rider. In the final section of the
chapter, the research provides the explorations of several Machine Learning classification
algorithms. Also, the last section discusses the selected Machine Learning classifier, which is later
utilized for predicting the two main characteristics.
2.1 Popular Ride Sharing Applications and Their Limitations
The literature survey began with an investigation of the most popular Ride Sharing
applications like UberPool, LyftLine, Juno, Curb, Wingz, Via, Flywheel, Zimride, and Waze
[40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]. Uber, Lyft, Wingz, Via are Ride Sharing applications that allow
any person to be a rider or driver [43, 46]. The study observed role restrictions in Juno, Gett, and
Curb as they are taxi based Ride Sharing services [7]. The strong point of most of the applications
is the usage of modern technologies like Internet of Things (IoT) and Cloud Computing. An
application hosted with advanced technologies promotes quicker computations capabilities, easy
availability of services, sophisticated notification abilities, and infinite data storage [16, 49].
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Ride Sharing is employed throughout the United States of America, but states like New
York, California, Florida, and Texas experience a higher usage of Ride Sharing services as
compared to other states [50]. California is home to many Ride Sharing companies. Hence, Ride
Sharing is highly popular in California. A separate Ride Sharing terminal at the San Francisco
International Airport in California is a paradigm for the extensive usage of Ride Sharing [42, 44].
Gett, by Juno, is profoundly utilized in London, United Kingdom, as well as in the states of
California, Texas, and New York in the US. New York City (NYC) Cab, which is a taxi-based
service, is working with Uber, Lyft, Via plus Juno, and contributing notably to Ride Sharing
services [51].
The findings from the research on the currently popular Ride Sharing applications listed
several issues and some of the common limitations in all the applications are that drivers learn
the count of passengers at the pickup location [34], and in most trips, the riders and driver do not
reach the vehicle seating capacity [7, 26]. Additional issues include passengers do not possess the
basic information of other passengers they are traveling with, unfair pricing for users [33], and the
sudden addition of a rider whose destination is too far adds a significant time in trip completion
[52]. Also, a critical issue observed is in the vehicle traversing approach or the route a car covers
on a trip, which does not meet rider expectations of completing the journey in minimal time [53].
Acknowledging the listed issues in the existing Ride Sharing applications, the proposed
model in the thesis is designed in a way that eliminates most of the problems. To accept most of
the broadcasting riders in the system, the proposed model in the thesis presents the three types of
rider matching. The first type of match is the Exact match, also referred to as the Same or
Similar match. In the Exact match, the system finds riders with exactly matching characteristics.
If the pool is incomplete or if the riders do not reach the seating capacity of the vehicle, the
system triggers the search for riders with the second type of matching. The second type finds
riders with Closer or Altered characteristics. Closer characteristics are the characteristics that are
slightly different from the broadcasting rider’s characteristics. If the pool is still incomplete, the
system begins the third type of matching, which is comparable to the Uber and Lyft approach of
matching riders [54]. The third type finds riders irrespective of characteristics i.e., matching based
on the closest traveling time [54]. The third type of matching is called the Alternative type of
10

charactetistic matching as the system searches for passengers with alternative characteristics. The
system serves most of the broadcasting rider requests by using the three types of characteristics
matching and assures that it generates trips for a maximum number of riders. The three types of
characteristics matching are portrayed in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Three Types of Rider Matching.
The three types of rider matching are the Exact, Closer, and Alternative type of matching. The
rider with the letter ‘B’ in the figure is the broadcasting rider. The Exact match searches riders
with exactly matching characteristics. The Closer match searches riders with slightly different
characteristics. In Figure 4, the riders to be searched in Closer matching have slightly different
chatty and safety characteristics scores than the broadcasting rider scores. The Alternative
matching searches riders who may have entirely different characteristics from the broadcasting
rider characteristics. The three types of matching constitute the characteristics matching layer.
After completing the trip formation, the system sends the trip itinerary to every user,
including the driver. The event of sending every user’s basic information to other users reduces
the social barriers among riders as riders get to know with whom they are going to travel on an
upcoming trip. Also, with the User Threshold Time (UTT) matching layer and shortest path
Multiple-Sources-Multiple-Destinations (MSMD), the ERSM ensures the accepted riders in a trip
are not at a location that exceeds the trip’s User Threshold Time. By studying the limitations in
current Ride Sharing applications, it is concluded that for an application to be efficient and
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popular, it is essential to implement the system features which reach the overall user expectations
and improvises the user experience as much as possible [27, 28].
2.2 Modern Technologies with Ride Sharing
Significant technologies that are speeding up the building of smart cities are the Internet
of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence, and Cloud Computing. Such technologies also contribute
significantly to Ride Sharing services and applications.
IoT enables efficient device connectivity and communication while broadcasting the data.
It is possible to push or send a notification to a million connected devices within a few seconds
[55]. Integrated with Car-Pooling, every vehicle can connect and communicate to a data hub that
logs every minor detail about the trip [16, 55]. Accordingly, the current status of a vehicle can be
notified to broadcasting riders, facilitating faster decisions for road traversing, vehicle tracking,
and location-based requests clustering. Such features result in continuous status updates, quicker
rider-driver associations, and faster trip formation.
Cloud services bring numerous benefits to any computing system [56, 57]. Enabling Cloud
services results in better system scalability, service availability, and efficient load balancing of
requests [56]. Cloud services also decrease the overall costs of any system by offering resources
like virtual machines, domain spaces for website hosting, and the databases. Also, the Cloud
services facilitate efficient resource allocation plus management, and the resources are virtually
made available within a few minutes.
If the system consumes too much time while responding to a client request, the system
loses efficiency. In the Cloud environment, requests from a client device travels to the Cloud,
interacts with the Cloud servers, and travels back to client devices to render server data
introducing a latency. If the Cloud server and application reside at two different places, the
traveling time of requests from the client to the server can cause a considerable time delay [49].
Further research on the Cloud Computing led to the finding of the topic, Fog Computing [58].
The Fog server constitutes a group of small servers that resides near the client location.
Computations take place at the Fog server, which significantly reduces the request travel time as
servers which are processing the client requests are placed nearer to the client machines than the
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actual Cloud. [59].
The simulations in the thesis observed a large number of request and response
transactions. For quicker computations of the client requests, the thesis utilized the technology of
Fog Computing. Currently, the processing of requests takes place at a client machine that resides
in a Cloud server. For storage purposes and exploiting the benefits of Cloud Computing in terms
of databases [49], the system uses the Atlas MongoDB database, which is a Cloud-based database.
To conclude, modern technologies play a crucial role in application design, data storage, and
resource management. Also, factors like load balancing, timeliness of result, and quality of service
are equally essential [26, 29, 49].
2.3 Multiple Sources Multiple Destinations (MSMD)
It is of utmost importance to meet the traversing requirements of the users. The traversing
requirements are the possibilities of routing a vehicle to pick and drop users from their respective
sources to destinations [47]. There are four traversing possibilities. The first traversing path is the
Same-Source-Same-Destination (SSSD), where the trip starts from the same source and ends at
the same destination for all riders. There are no stops included in the SSSD. The second
traversing path is the Same-Source-Multiple-Destinations (SSMD), where users are picked up
from the same source location and dropped at different destinations. In the third approach, which
is the Multiple-Sources-Same-Destination (MSSD), riders are picked up from multiple locations,
but they all end up at the same location. The research on the traversing modules observed the
use of MSSD in many existing applications [40, 42, 44]. The last and most significant traversing
approach is Multiple-Sources-Multiple-Destinations (MSMD). A notable feature of MSMD is that
it includes all the traversing modules, which are SSSD, SSMD and MSSD [26]. MSMD reaches
the primary user requirement that states users may start from multiple sources and end up on
multiple destinations, or a trip may include multiple pickups and multiple drop-offs [28, 33]
The study on the vehicle traversing approaches included a search for algorithms that
contributes to the formation of a MSMD path. The primary outcome of the MSMD approach is
to consider the sources and destinations of all users and form an optimized itinerary. Some of the
algorithms that promote the formation of a MSMD itinerary includes Mesh networks, Dijkstra’s
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Figure 5: Multiple-Sources-Multiple-Destinations (MSMD) Traversing Approach.
Figure 5 showcases the example of 3 riders having three sources, S1, S3, S3, and three
destinations, D1, D2, D3. Initially, the system selects the broadcasting rider source and calculates
the traveling time between all locations. The next station to be selected is the closest source or
the destination to which the source is selected. The process continues until the system traverses
through all the locations. Based on the computed traveling times, the green arrowed route shows
the optimized travel path, which is S1-S2-D2-S3-D1-D3.
shortest path Many-Sources-Same-Destination approach, and Greedy algorithms [32, 39, 60].
The Mesh networks include the creation of a route based on the dynamic addition of
locations [61]. The trip itinerary is regenerated if new locations are added to an ongoing trip
[61, 39]. The drawback observed in the Mesh network is the computation time required for
developing multiple optimized routes using different combinations of locations until finding the
best one [39]. Another approach includes completing the journey through various public and
private transportation systems like buses, cabs, and taxi [18, 22, 62]. In some cases, users had to
walk a certain distance and meet other riders at a common location where passengers would be
later picked for Ride Sharing. The limitation of completing the journey through different methods
of transportation introduces latency due to the involvement and exchange of various means of
transport during the entire trip.
The selected method in the thesis for creating a MSMD route is the Greedy algorithm
[63]. In the Greedy algorithm, initially, any source from the available sources is selected. The
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next step is the selection of the closest source or the destination of the rider whose source is
initially selected. The process of location selection continues until all the locations are traversed.
The journey created is an optimized one and formed by a Greedy approach. The modification
performed in the thesis is starting the itinerary formation with the broadcasting rider’s source and
selecting further locations based on the traveling time instead of the traveling distance. Figure 5
demonstrates the formation of an optimised path using the MSMD vehicle traversing approach.
2.4 Tracking Rider Characteristics
One of the main motives of the thesis is to track or determine the main characteristics a
rider most focuses while rating other riders. The method for tracking the main characteristic
depends on feedback data. For example, a user may rate a score of 4 or a score of 0 to a specific
characteristic for several trips, implying the user is less interested in a specific characteristic. The
task is to find the characteristics the user is most interested in and recommend riders based on
the computed main characteristics.
The research on the methods for tracking the main characteristics led to the finding of
statistical methods like the range of a data-set [64], standard deviation [64], and variance
[65, 66, 64]. The selected methodology for tracking the main rider characteristics is the variance.
The concept of the variance is demonstrated with the help of stated three lists, L1 , L2 and L3 .

L1 = [1, 0, 5, 4, 0]

L2 = [0, 0, 0, 0, 2]
L3 = [4, 4, 4, 4, 4]
Let N be the total number of sample points in a list. The mean of the sample set is
denoted by xi . The distance of data-point x to the mean xi or the spread of a specific sample
point x around the mean xi is computed by Equation 2.1 [66, 64].

xdistance = x − xi
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(2.1)

The variance of a data-set is computed using Equation 2.1. Variance indicates the level of
spread of each sample point in a data-set [64]. Variance is also defined as the average of squared
differences from the mean of the data-set [66, 64]. The differences are squared because the
substraction of a sample point and the mean may result in a negative value [64]. The larger the
variance of a data-set, the higher is the data-variety or the spred of data in the data-set.
[65, 66, 64].
2

PN

σ =

i=1 (x

− xi )2

N

(2.2)

The variance for the list L1 will be comparatively higher than the lists, L2 and L3 . The
spread of data around the mean in lists L2 and L3 is notable low [64]. If a similar methodology is
applied for the feedback data-set of a rider in the proposed model, the characteristic feedback set
with the highest variance is the main tracked characteristic of the rider. Thus, the thesis
employed the variance to track the main rider characteristics based on feedback data-sets.
2.5 Machine Learning Module Selection
In the implementation of Phase 1, the Closer matching of riders consisted of manually
altering the characteristics of broadcasting riders like adding or subtracting by 1 and then
researching the riders. For automating the task of manual alterations, the research included the
study of Machine Learning algorithms and led to the finding of the Machine Learning
Content-Based recommendation system [67]. In the ML-based recommendation system, the
features are converted to vectors and represented in a d-dimensional space, where d is the number
of features [67, 68]. The angular distance or the Cosine of the angle θ, which is between the
vectors is calculated using the equation of the Dot Product [68, 69]. The recommendation system
plots the vectors with the highest Cosine values closer to each other [67, 68, 69]. The thesis uses a
similar methodology where the selected features are the registered rider characteristics and the
UTT. The ML-based recommendation system plots the rider vectors with higher Cosine values in
proximity, and riders closest to each other are selected and added on a trip.
An additional need for Machine Learning algorithms in the thesis is the prediction of the
two main characteristics of newly registering riders. There is room for a little error due to the
presence of the imbalanced feedback data-sets in the proposed model [70]. In the case of an
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imbalanced data-set, for similar inputs, different outputs may be recorded, creating uncertainties
during predictions [71]. The research included a search for a Machine Learning classification
algorithm or a classifier that could appropriately fit an imbalanced data-set and give quality
predictions.
The search for a suitable Machine Learning classifier led to the training and testing of
feedback data-sets with classifiers like Logistic Regression, K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN)
classifier, Naive Bayes Multinomial classifier, Random Forests classifier, Neural Networks, and
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [72, 73, 74, 75, 76]. Out of all tested classifiers, SVM turned out
to be the most feasible because of the Radial Bias Function (RBF) Kernel [77].
For distinguishing classes, SVM uses the RBF kernel, which is a highly non-linear curve
[76, 77, 78]. SVM works on the principle of placing the curve or the line to the closest data-point
with maximum distance [76]. The regularization parameter, C, and the gamma parameter, γ
dictates the shape and the placement of curve [77]. The process of governing the placement of the
curve by manipulating the values of C and γ is called Kernelization [77, 78, 79]. Kernelization
allows maximum fitting of data-points of a class, which may also include fitting fewer data-points
from other classes. Hence, SVM considers a small error by the maximum fitting of data and
works best for imbalanced data-sets. [70, 77, 79]. In the end, the classifier selected in the thesis is
the SVM for predicting the main characteristics of riders.
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CHAPTER 3
SYSTEM MODEL
The system model in the thesis reflects the proposed model framework and the purposes
of the Enhanced Ride Sharing Model. The chapter begins by specifying the problem statement,
which outlines the need for the designed model. The chapter concludes by describing the system
architecture, which focuses on several components utilized in orchestrating the matching layers
and the rider recommendation module.
3.1 Problem Statement
The increased number of vehicles has led to significant problems in the transportation
domain like Global Warming, traffic congestion, and rapid consumption of fuel [23, 25, 26]. Along
with humans, the stated issues also affect other living beings on our planet [80]. In such cases, the
concept of Ride Sharing provides optimal solutions, and currently, many existing Ride Sharing
applications tackle and solve the aforementioned problems. After an in-depth inspection of several
applications and research papers based on the existing Ride Sharing models, the investigation
concluded that the primary issue lies in the matching of riders, unexpected rider additions,
vehicle traversing approach, and the overall time management in the completion of a trip
[32, 39, 57]. Hence, even though there exist many Ride Sharing applications, Ride Sharing is not
employed to its full potential.
The thesis presents a Ride Sharing platform that focuses on encouraging the services of
Ride Sharing. The proposed solutions provide outcomes like higher rider matching rates and
minimal time expenditure for trip formation plus trip completion. The system also provides the
trip’s metadata to all users to loosen the influence of social barriers among riders. Also, the
model reaches user traversing expectations by creating an optimized path using the
Multiple-Sources-Multiple-Destinations (MSMD) approach, which is an excellent choice for
Car-Pooling to complete a trip with appropriate time management. The main idea of the
designed model is to match riders based on human characteristics and the User Threshold Time
(UTT). Riders having similar characteristics are grouped considering the minimal restricted
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traveling time on a trip. The proposed model also uses Machine Learning algorithms to predict
better rider recommendations plus to tune up the system efficiency. The thesis majorly focuses on
the expansion of the Ride Sharing services, which will indirectly result in improving the weather
conditions and preserve fuel resources.
3.2 Architecture
The architecture in the thesis resembles the blueprint of the designed Ride Sharing model.
The thesis includes two design phases, and therefore, the chapter of the system model presents
two distinct architectures for Phase 1 and Phase 2.
3.2.1

Architecture, Phase 1
Phase 1 provides the first design for the Enhanced Ride Sharing Model. The execution of

Phase 1 commences with associating a driver on a trip. The driver allocation is followed by
finding and filtering the riders based on rider characteristics and User Threshold Time. Figure 6
reflects the architecture of the implemented matching model in Phase 1.
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Figure 6: System Architecture, Phase 1.
The system architecture for Phase 1 illustrated the initial design for the model implementation.
The entities in the architecture are the broadcasting rider, closest driver, rider matching layers,
and the feedback system.
While researching the NYC Cab service, the study led to the finding of the NYC Cab
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location data repository. The repository includes real-time NYC taxi zone locations and is
publicly available [81]. The New York City Cab Department has divided New York City into
small 265 areas, also referred to as the zones. Figure 7 gives an idea about the zones in New York
City and showcases an example of the zone “Ridgewood.” Each zone possesses almost 1000
locations in the form of latitudes and longitudes [81]. For accurate measurement of the system
efficiency, the Ride Sharing model in the thesis made use of the NYC Cab location directory while
performing model experimentations.

Figure 7: New York City Cab Zones.
The taxi drivers in the New York City Cab service traverse through smaller segregated areas in
New York City called the zones. An object-id or a location-id uniquely identifies each zone. Also,
each zone has a zone name and a borough name. The selected zone in Figure 7 has the object-id
“198,” the zone name “Ridgewood” and the borough name “Queens.” The zone data by NYC
Cab Department is an openly available location data repository for development purposes [81].
Throughout the implementation, the system maintains a client-server environment. In a
client-server setting, a client device sends a request with the user data to a server. The server
processes the client’s request and sends the response data back to the client device. The system
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then renders the received data from the server on the client device. In Phase 1, initially, a user
broadcasts a rider request that holds the broadcasting rider’s user-id, source, and destination.
Based on the contents in the request, the data server retrieves the characteristics plus UTT and
creates a data document, called the trip document, which includes the request data of the
broadcasting rider.
The database on the server-side includes an active repository of all drivers. When drivers
are active or awaiting broadcasting rider requests, the system keeps updating the location and
status of the vehicles for quicker driver allotment to incoming requests. Additionally, the system
notes the source zone from the trip document. The noted source zone indicates from which source
zone the broadcasting request has originated. All the available drivers from the noted source zone
are retrieved, and the closest available driver to the user’s source location is selected. The model
adds the selected driver to the trip document, and the activity of the driver association completes
the first step of the trip.
Furthermore, the system sends the source zone as a parameter to the rider matching
functions. The first function is the characteristics matching function, which includes the Exact,
Closer, and Alternative types of characteristics matching. The function searches and retrieves all
the active and broadcasting riders from the same source zone and gets a rider list based on the
three characteristics matching types. The accepted passengers are further sent to the second
function to perform a UTT check.
The second function is the UTT filtering function that computes the traveling time from
every accepted rider’s location to the broadcasting rider’s location. If the traveling time is less
than trip UTT, the rider is accepted. The characteristics and UTT functions continue the
matching and filtering of riders until the number of accepted riders reaches the seating capacity of
the vehicle or until there are no riders left in the characteristics matching accepted rider list. If
the pool is incomplete or if the maximum number of seats in the car is not occupied, the model
searches for active and broadcasting riders in other zones. Riders found in other zones undergo
the same procedure of the characteristics and UTT matching.
After concluding the rider search, the system executes trip completion and records rider
feedback. The simulation of trip completion consists of adding the time required to traverse
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between all rider locations. The feedback in Phase 1 is the event where a user provides a
single-digit rating to other users on a scale of 1 to 5. The single-digit feedback module forms the
last step in the architecture of Phase 1.
3.2.2

Architecture, Phase 2
The characteristics and UTT functions provided successful results that reached the

expectations of Phase 1. However, the simulations in Phase 1 incurred a significant time lag while
running the characteristics matching function. After a minor inspection of the function, the
investigation revealed that the time lag is due to the presence of numerous conditional statements
in the Closer characteristics matching. For achieving optimized performance, it was necessary to
eliminate the extra time consumed in the characteristics matching due to the several conditional
loops. The model experienced significant programming changes that led to the creation of Phase
2 of the thesis. The changes in design did not imply changing the idea of characteristics matching
but included updating the methodology for characteristics matching.
The second phase majorly focuses on the characteristics matching layer and the rider
feedback systems. The improvisation in the architecture consists of elements like matching layers
with recommendation systems, 1-minute threshold driver match, broadcasting rider requests with
the feedback status, redesigned feedback system, computation of the main characteristics, and the
Machine Learning classification model. Figure 8 reflects the system architecture for Phase 2 of the
Ride Sharing model.
A new field added to the broadcasting request is the feedback status. The feedback status
checks if there is the presence of historical data representing the user feedback pattern. The
historical data of a rider consists of the rider feedback and the computed main characteristics
assigned by the system based on past trips. If the user has performed trips before, the system
gets the assigned main characteristics and prioritizes a search for other riders with similarly
assigned main characteristics.
The next step is a similar step performed in the first phase, which is to find the closest
available driver from the same source zone. In Phase 1, the system computed the traveling time
for all available drivers and then selected the nearest driver. The driver search in Phase 1
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Figure 8: System Architecture, Phase 2.
Phase 2 architecture is the improvised version of the Phase 1 architecture. The new design
incorporates the recommendation system in the characteristics matching layer. Also, the
architecture includes the training of the Machine Learning module, which later predicts the two
main characteristics for newly registering riders.
consumed much time as all drivers were initially searched and later compared based on computed
traveling time. A solution implemented in such a case is the 1-minute driver threshold strategy,
which is stopping the driver search if the system finds a driver at a location that is within a
traveling time of 1 minute. Hence, there are limited iterations with the 1-minute threshold driver
strategy. The allocation of the driver to a trip marks the completion of Step 1.
After the system associates a driver to a trip, the execution of the characteristics matching
layers begins. In step 2, the system fetches all the broadcasting riders based on the Exact, Closer,
and Alternative matching types. The enhancement in Step 2 is that the proposed model uses the
Machine Learning recommendation system in all three types of characteristics matching. The
recommendation system eliminates the process of manually updating the characteristics. As there
is no interference for updating a characteristic, the time consumed for the trip formation in Phase
2 is notably less as compared to the time consumed for the trip formation in Phase 1.
After getting a rider list from the characteristic matching layer, the system computes
traveling time between the broadcasting and selected rider locations. The step of computing plus
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checking the traveling time is the UTT matching layer and is Step 3 of the architecture. Riders
are added to the final trip itinerary if they satisfy the conditions in Step 2 and Step 3. The
system continues the running of matching layers until the accepted riders fill up the seats of the
selected driver’s vehicle, or no more riders are left to traverse in the accepted rider list. The trip’s
pool completion status is labeled “Yes” if riders with driver occupy at least nseats − 1 seats, where
nseats is the total number of seats in the vehicle. The pool completion status is labeled “No” if
the riders and driver do not reach the vehicle seating capacity.
Step 4 is saving the feedback and computing the two main characteristics for every rider
and driver. Also, the design in Phase 2 included a significant change in the feedback rating
approach of Phase 1. In the new approach, a user rates the five characteristics of riders instead of
providing a single-digit rating. Such an approach assists in tracking the user’s most favored
characteristics. Through the newly designed feedback module, it is possible to get the
characteristics a rider expects in other riders while commuting on a trip. If the system groups
riders having similar expectations based on the rider feedback patterns, the thesis achieves the
ability to promote social journeys for maximum trips.
After recording the feedback by users, the system segregates the feedback records and
enters the data into two distinct data-sets. The first data-set comprises the feedback data a user
provides to other users, while the second data-set comprises the feedback data a user receives
from other users. The Machine Learning classifier uses both data-sets to predict the main
characteristics for every user in the system. Therefore, Step 5 is the training and testing of the
Machine Learning classifier. The need for Machine Learning in the thesis is to predict the main
characteristics of the newly registering riders. The step of predicting the characteristics by the
Machine Learning classifier forms the final stage of Phase 2 architecture.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGIES
The chapter of methodologies presents the approaches utilized to construct the proposed
model. The current chapter specifically focuses on the implementations of the elements that
constitute the system architecture. The chapter exhibits an in-depth visualization of the system
components in the form of six prime sections: (i) The Broadcasting Rider Request (ii) The Search
for the Closest Driver (iii) Searching Riders by Characteristics Matching (iv) Filtering Riders
through UTT Matching (v) Saving User Feedback and (vi) The Final Trip Document.
4.1 The Broadcasting Rider Request

SOURCE LOCATION
SOURCE ZONE
DESTINATION LOCATION
DESTINATION ZONE
MONGO-ID
USER-ID
CHATTY_REQ
SAFETY_REQ
PUNCTUALITY_REQ
FRIENDLINESS_REQ
COMFORTABILITY_REQ
UTT
TIME STAMP
Figure 9: Structure of a Broadcasting Request.
A broadcasting request consists of a source, destination, source zone, destination zone,
broadcasting rider’s user-id, and mongo-id. The request gets updated on the server-side with the
registered characteristics and UTT. A timestamp is added at the end to indicate the start time of
the trip.
The program execution begins with a client device like a cell phone or a computer
broadcasting a request to the data server. The most important part of the broadcasting request is
the user-id. The server fetches the registered rider characteristics and UTT from the rider
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registration records using the user-id. The next step is one of the vital steps in the Ride Sharing
model, which is the creation of the trip document. Figure 9 showcases the structure and elements
of a broadcasting request, which is a part of the trip document.
The trip document logs every essential trip detail or any minor trip updates. If the trip
document is inspected deeply, to the presence of the user-id, there is also a mongo-id. The
database, MongoDB, creates a new and unique mongo-id for every user, which is a 12-bit binary
JSON string during the user registration. The reading of the mongo-id is complicated and needs
conversion to a simple string format for later data handling purposes. Hence, the system
generates a user-id for every rider in registration. User-id is a unique identification number that is
easily readable and serves better for data handling tasks like data additions and alterations. The
broadcasting rider’s characteristics and UTT are referenced as the trip characteristics and trip
UTT because, throughout the trip, the model refers to the broadcasting rider’s characteristics
and UTT present in the trip document while searching a rider or a driver.
4.2 The Search for the Closest Driver
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Figure 10: Adding Driver to a Trip.
Adding a driver starts by extracting the source zone from the trip document. Based on the source
zone, all the available and active drivers are retrieved. The driver closest to the broadcasting rider
in terms of traveling time is selected and added on the trip.
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The system keeps a driver’s status as available until the driver is active, and the riders
have not reached the seating capacity of the vehicle. At first, the system gets the source zone
from the recently created trip document and retrieves all the available drivers using the source
zone as the parameter. After getting the driver list, the system records every driver’s current
location. The next crucial step is the computation of traveling time between the broadcasting
rider’s location and the logged driver’s location.
The traveling time including real-time traffic is computed using the Google Maps Distance
Matrix API. The calculated timings are compared to find the lowest one, and the driver with the
shortest traveling time is selected and added on the trip. An essential step in the driver search is
noting the vehicle seating capacity. Figure 10 represents the complete driver search module using
the Google Maps API.
A TRIP DOCUMENT
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Figure 11: Adding Driver Details To Trip Document.
The system adds the driver’s identification details to the trip document. Along with the driver
details, the system updates the trip document with vehicle details, which includes the vehicle
seating capacity, license plate number, and the traveling time difference, denoted by
DR TRAVEL TIME DIFF. The traveling time difference is the computed traveling time between
the broadcasting rider location and the selected driver location.
With the improvised driver search algorithm in Phase 2, driver allotment is more agile.
The system stops the search for a driver if it finds a driver at a traveling distance of one minute.
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Selecting and adding a driver to a trip implies updating the trip document with driver details like
driver’s mongo-id, user-id, the vehicle’s license plate number, and the computed traveling time
between the broadcasting rider and the selected driver. Figure 11 showcases the updated trip
document after adding a driver to a trip.
4.3 Searching Riders with Characteristics Matching
A complete rider search module with the three types of characteristics matching is stated
in Figure 12. The rider search commences with Exact characteristics matching. In Exact
matching, the model searches for riders from the same zone with identical characteristics to that
of the broadcasting rider’s characteristics. The model adds the found riders in a list and sends the
rider list for UTT matching.
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Figure 12: A Generic View of the Characteristics Matching Layer.
Figure 12 is one of the most important designs of the Enhanced Ride Sharing Model. The figure
provides an in-depth visual of the three types of matching, Exact, Closer, and Alternative
matching. After every search, the system sends the rider list to the UTT matching layer. In the
end, the system checks if the pool is complete or incomplete. If the pool is incomplete, the search
for riders begins in other zones until the trip completes the pool, or the accepted rider list is
empty.
If the riders do not complete the pool, the system commences the Closer characteristics
matching. In Closer matching, especially in Phase 1, the characteristics were manually altered. In
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future stages, an iterative conditional program replaced the manual alterations of the
characteristics. Even though the task was automated, the execution still consumed significant
time. The root cause of the delay was the presence of numerous conditional executions. Figure 13
provides an idea of how the program altered the broadcasting rider’s characteristics.
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Figure 13: Closer Matching, Phase 1.
The Closer matching in the phase had a large number of loops. It served the purpose of
completing the pool but incurred a drag on the system performance. For alterations, the system
altered a specific characteristic by the value 1 and then researched the riders. In Figure 13, the
system initially alters broadcasting rider’s every characteristic by adding 1 and then by
subtracting 1.
As stated in the chapter of the system model, a significant design change led to the
replacement of the entire matching function with the Machine Learning recommendation system.
The ML-based system facilitates computing a match between the broadcasting rider
characteristics and countless possible combinations of other rider characteristics. The next
chapter of matching layers with Machine Learning presents a detailed mathematical explanation
of the Content-Based recommendation system. After the rider acceptance in Closer matching, the
system adds all riders in a queue and sends them for the UTT matching.
Furthermore, if the seats of the vehicle remain unfilled, the model employs the last type of
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matching. In the Alternative type of rider matching, the system searches for riders irrespective of
the characteristics. The approach is a similar rider selection approach employed by companies like
UberPool and LyftLine. Riders are then added in a queue and sent for the UTT matching.
4.4 Filtering Riders through UTT Matching
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Figure 14: User Threshold Time (UTT) Matching Layer.
In UTT matching, the model initially records the rider locations and computes traveling time
between broadcasting rider ‘B’ location and found riders’ locations. If the traveling time is less
than the trip UTT, the model adds riders into a final queue. Through UTT matching, the model
pairs only the riders who do not exceed the registered restricted time or the UTT and completes
the journey in minimal time.
The next vital action in the rider matching is sending the accepted riders from the
characteristics matching layer to the UTT matching layer. At first, for all riders, the system
calculates the traveling time between broadcasting and accepted rider’s source locations using the
Google Maps Distance Matrix API. The model then performs the first UTT check, which is to
verify if the traveling time is equal or less than the trip UTT. If the rider satisfies the first UTT
check, the model accepts the rider and sends the rider to a second UTT check. The model
performs the second check, which is to verify if the traveling time between broadcasting and rider’s
destination locations is equal or less than the trip UTT. If the rider satisfies both UTT checks,
the system adds the rider into a final itinerary. The process of UTT matching continues until the
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riders reach the seating capacity of the vehicle, or the model does not find any more riders in the
accepted rider queue. Figure 14 illustrates the two UTT checks in the UTT matching layer.
The thesis maintains a threshold of two minutes for the trip formation, which assures that
the time for trip formations is not high. If the rider list is exhausted for the same zone, the
system extends the rider search with characteristics and UTT matching to other zones. Also, if a
rider gets rejected from one trip, the system redirects the rejected rider request to other ongoing
trips. The rejected rider request may also be sent to an active and available driver to commence a
new trip. Using the maximum rider check strategy from multiple zones allows the vehicle seats in
a car to get occupied entirely.
4.5 Saving User Feedback

1

D
friendlinessRiderD1: 4

2
Figure 15: An Use Case of Phase 2 Feedback System.
Figure 15 illustrates the recrafted feedback system with riders Rider1 and Rider2 and the driver
D. The arrows provide the direction of rating, and the label on the arrows specifies the
characteristic the user is rating. In the given example, Rider1 provides a rating of 3 to the
punctuality characteristic of Rider2 . Another example is of the safety rating of 5, provided by the
driver D to Rider1 .
The architecture in Phase 2 replaced the single-digit rating model with the five
characteristics rating model to track the user characteristics. A rider provides ratings to other
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riders in terms of five characteristics. The five characteristics are the same characteristics present
at the time of rider registration. Figure 15 provides an example of ratings given by two riders and
a driver on a trip. Equation 4.1 represents the rating user rates to other users for a specific
characteristic.

characteristicab = rating value

(4.1)

In Equation 4.1, a represents the user rating other users, and b represents the user getting
rated. If a user submits a feedback without rating a specific characteristic, the system assigns the
value 0 to the charactetistic the user has not rated. The following is an example of the feedback
given by Rider1 to the Driver D.
chatty1D = 0
saf ety1D = 4
punctuality1D = 5
f riendliness1D = 3
comf ortability1D = 0
The system adds the feedback into a feedback data-set after each user submits the ratings
for other users. The feedback data-set is later used for the computation of the main
characteristics.
4.6 Final Trip Document
From broadcasting of requests till the ending of the trip, the trip document keeps
collecting data from several entities like the broadcasting rider requests, the allocated driver, and
the accepted riders. At each stage, each part of the trip contributes to the creation of the final
trip document. For example, from the broadcasting rider, the starting and ending location of the
trip is saved, and based on the rider locations, an optimized path is created, which provides the
total trip time. In the end, the model possesses a massive block of trip data, and the system saves
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Figure 16: The Final Trip Document.
The final trip document is the terminal stage of the proposed solution. The trip document has
basic trip details like the unique trip-id, the trip characteristics, trip UTT, and time consumed for
trip completion in minutes and seconds. Besides noting the basic trip elements, the trip document
also comprises the broadcasting rider request, selected driver details, and other distinct rider
documents.
the trip document in a distinct trip data-set for future data management. As shown in Figure 16,
every trip document is assigned a unique trip-id. The reason for the creation of the unique
trip-ids is for future maintenance and support. If there are customer complaints on a trip, the
complaints can be tracked using the trip-id.
The final section of the proposed solution concludes with a description of the final trip
document. In the trip document, the trip characteristics and the trip UTT are the broadcasting
rider’s characteristics and UTT. Every rider data is itself a small document and contains
information like mongo-id, user-id, source and destinations, and a copy of ratings given by the
corresponding user to other users. Additionally, the trip document also contains an overall time
taken for the completion of the journey. The time difference is the difference in time from the
point the first rider broadcasts the request for a trip until the point where the driver
acknowledges, “trip ended” as the trip status. The final trip document marks the completion of
the entire trip and forms the final step of the proposed model.
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CHAPTER 5
MATCHING LAYERS WITH MACHINE LEARNING MODULES
The chapter of matching layers with Machine Learning is a part of the proposed model,
but the module of Machine Learning itself spans numerous details. Thus, it was essential to
provide the research and contributions of the Machine Learning modules in a distinct chapter.
The current chapter starts by discussing how the recommendation system improves the quality of
matching. Later, the chapter describes the methodologies for computing the main characteristics
of the rider and presents an in-depth discussion on the selected Machine Learning classifier for
predicting the main characteristics. The chapter concludes with the simulations performed for
testing the system efficiency.
5.1 Recommendation System With Characteristics Matching Layers
In the Exact matching type, the system searches for riders with exactly matching
characteristics. The odds of finding an Exact match in the same zone are low because of the
scenario where two or more broadcasting riders having exactly the same characteristics start
around the same time and reach the same or nearby sources and destinations. Hence, the number
of matches in Exact characteristics matching is notably low. Alternatively, the chances of finding
a rider with little different characteristics and heading on the same trajectory are high. Hence,
the number of riders accepted is largest by the Closer characteristics matching type. The
alteration of characteristics in the Closer matching involved a large number of iterations in Phase
1. The thesis employed the concept of Machine Learning Content-Based recommendation system
to reduce the higher number of loops in Phase 2. Initially, the system converts the characteristics
of every ridera to a vector, char va as shown in Equation 5.1.

char va = [chattya , saf etya , punctualitya , f riendlinessa , comf ortabilitya ]

For example, let the registered characteristics of a broadcasting rider, Riderbr , be as
follows:
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(5.1)

chattybr = 3
saf etybr = 4
punctualitybr = 3
f riendlinessbr = 3
comf ortabilitybr = 4
The vector representation char vbr for the broadcasting rider is given by Equation 5.2.

char vbr = [3, 4, 3, 3, 4]

𝜃1B – Good Match

Riderbr
char_vbr = [3,4,3,3,4]
B

(5.2)

𝜃2B
Bad Match

B
1
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Rider1
1

Rider2

2

5 Dimensional Space

2

char_v2 = [2,1,5,1,1]

char_v1 = [4,4,3,5,3]

Figure 17: Rider Matching Using Content-Based Recommendation.
The methodology for the three types of matching is updated in Phase 2 using the Machine
Learning Content-Based recommendation system. Each rider characteristic represents a vector in
a d-dimensional space where d is the number of features. The measure for the match is computed
based on the angular distance between two vectors. For a smaller angle, the match is higher, and
riders are paired up for a higher matching value.
Consider a case of two riders, Riderx and Ridery . The vector representing Riderx is given
by char vx and the vector representing Ridery is given by char vy . For measuring the level of
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match between Riderx and Ridery , the angular distance between two vectors or the Cosine of
angle θxy is calculated using the Equation 5.3. The Cosine of θxy is equal to the Dot Product of
vector divided by the product of the vector magnitude.

cosθxy =

(char vx ·char vy )
kchar vx kkchar vy k

(5.3)

If θxy is equal to 0, the value of cosθxy is 1. The angular distance is 0 when the system
finds a rider with exactly matching characteristics. If there are other riders with identical
characteristics as that of the broadcasting rider, it is a 100% match. Such a case is matching the
riders through the Exact matching type. Hence, a greater Cosine value results in a higher match.
Figure 17 illustrates an example of the matching of riders using the ML-based
recommendation system. The figure represents the vectorized characteristics in 5-dimensional
space or a 5-dimensional hypercube. The reason for selecting a 5-dimensional space is because the
number of dimensions is equal to the number of selected features. In the figure, ‘O’ represents the
origin, and Riderbr represents the broadcasting rider. Additionally, Rider1 and Rider2 represent
the riders to be matched with the broadcasting rider Riderbr . Points B, 1, and 2 in the hypercube
represent the points plotted by the vectors for Riderbr , Rider1 , and Rider2 .
By observing the visuals in Figure 17, char v1 seems to be a better match than char v2 .
The match is higher for char v1 due to a smaller angle, θ1B as compared to the angle θ2B , which
has a larger stretch than angle θ1B . The higher match implies Rider1 is a better match than
Rider2 . Hence, Rider1 is selected and added on the trip. The system redirects Rider2 to other
ongoing trips or any available and active drivers. In simulations, the system accepts riders only if
a rider match results greater than 85% or only if the computed cosθxy value is above 0.85.
The benefit of the recommendation system is that it can be utilized to compute the
angular match between any two characteristic vectors irrespective of the characteristic’s matching
type. Thus, using the ML-based recommendation model led to the elimination of altering the
rider characteristics in Closer matching. The elimination resulted in cutting down a large number
of conditional loops that profoundly affected the system performance in terms of time complexity.
It is now possible to get a match between broadcasting rider and a rider with any
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combination of characteristic values. Therefore, the employment of the recommendation system is
not only limited to Closer matching. The thesis also employs the recommendation system in the
Exact and Alternative type of matching. A positive point to state is about the processing offered
by Sklearn libraries. Sklearn libraries are the Machine Learning libraries and facilitate batch
processing between multiple vectors. Batch processing is the process of computing the Cosine
Similarity between multiple vectors at the same time. Using the feature of batch processing, the
model computes the Cosine Similarity between any number of riders, which results in the
elimination of massive computations and time-consuming processes.
5.2 Computation of the Main Characteristics
The computation of main characteristics initiates after saving the rider feedback and
dividing the feedback data into two parts. The first main characteristic is the
Feedback-Given-Characteristic and uses the first part of the feedback data, which includes the
ratings given by each rider to other riders. The purpose of the first main characteristic is to track
the characteristic the rider most focuses while giving feedback to other riders. The computation
of the first main characteristic is discussed with an example of the feedback given by Rider1 to
Rider2 , Rider3 , and Rider4 , as shown in Table 1.
Riders
Rider2
Rider3
Rider4

Chatty
0
0
1

Safety
2
3
5

Punctuality
1
0
0

Friendliness
4
4
4

Comfortability
0
0
0

Table 1: Feedback Given by Rider1 to Other Riders.
Table 1 provides the feedback given by Rider1 to Rider2 , Rider3 , and Rider4 . A rider rates the
five characteristics while rating the other riders. A rating of 0 specifies that the rider did not rate
the characteristic due to which the system assigned the value 0.
The next step is to segregate and append the feedback data based on every characteristic
of the rider. The system creates the following lists based on the feedback given by Rider1 .

chattyRider1 = [0, 0, 1]
saf etyRider1 = [2, 3, 5]
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punctualityRider1 = [1, 0, 0]
f riendlinessRider1 = [4, 4, 4]
comf ortabilityRider1 = [0, 0, 0]
The observation made from the five lists is that Rider1 may continue to give a friendliness
rating of 4 in future trips. Another observation is that the rider has submitted the feedback
without rating the comfortability characteristic, and therefore, the system assigned the value 0 to
the comfortability rating. The only data variety observed is in the safety rating. The
characteristic with the highest data variety is the Feedback-Given-Characteristic. The first main
characteristic of Rider1 is the safety class. The system computes the first main characteristic
using the equation of variance.
The created list from the given feedback data forms the sample sets for computing
variance. The higher the spread of the data around the mean of a sample set, the higher is the
characteristic variance. Total number of elements in a characteristic list is nchar or data countchar .
x denotes a specific element from the characteristic sample set, and xchar i denotes the mean of
the characteristic sample set. The system calculates the squared differences using Equation 5.4.

xsqr

dif f

= (x − xchar i )2

(5.4)

2
and is represented in Equation
The selected characteristic variance is denoted by σchar

5.5. The system selects the characteristic list with the highest variance, which implies the user is
more diverse in rating the selected characteristic and therefore focuses on the selected
characteristic. Besides noting the characteristic with the highest variance, the system also records
the variance of other characteristics and saves in the feedback data-set for every user.

2
σchar

Pnchar

xsqr dif f
=
=
data countchar
i=1

Pnchar

(x − xchar i )2
data countchar

i=1

(5.5)

After calculating the first main characteristic, the system proceeds to the computation of
the second main characteristic or the Feedback-Received-Characteristic. The purpose of the
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second main characteristic is to categorize users based on the feedback given by other users. For
example, if 20 users have provided the highest rating to the chatty characteristic of Ridera on
many trips, the best-observed characteristic in Ridera is chatty. If users are looking for a rider
who enjoys conversations, the system will recommend the Ridera as the rider has the highest
chatty rating. The methodology for the second main characteristic uses the second part of the
feedback data-set, which is the feedback received by other users to a user.
Riders
Rider2
Rider3
Rider4
P
Total

Chatty
4*0.32
3*3.45
3*9.21
39.26

Safety
2*4.31
1*0.15
0*3.21
8.77

Punctuality
0*2.10
1*0.55
3*0.02
0.61

Friendliness
2*0.1
0*5.72
0*0.21
0.2

Comfortability
4*1.73
3*3.34
0*1.32
16.92

Table 2: Feedback Given to Rider1 by Other Riders.
While computing the second main characteristic, the system fetches every characteristic variance
of all riders Rideri , who are rating Rider1 . The resultant value is the product of given feedback
and the respective Rideri characteristic variance.
Table 2 provides a use case of the feedback given to Rider1 by Rider2 , Rider3 , Rider4 .
Each element in the column has two values. The first value is the feedback given by Rideri for a
specific characteristic, and the second value is the characteristic variance ((σi char )2 ) computed for
the Rideri characteristics. Every time a rider provides feedback for a specific characteristic, the
system multiplies the feedback value by their respective characteristic variance. To exemplify,
Rider2 variance for safety is 4.31, and the safety rating given by Rider2 to Rider1 is 2. The
feedback to Rider1 by Rider2 for the safety characteristic is the product of variance and the value
provided in the rating. The system computes the product of variance and rated value for every
characteristic of every rider.
In the end, for every characteristic, all the multiplications are added and compared. The
characteristic with the highest score is the Feedback-Received-Characteristic. In the same use
case, the second main characteristic computed for Rider1 is chatty, as the value of 39.26 is highest
as compared to other characteristic values.
Based on the computed main characteristics, the system redefines the search criteria for
every rider. Indeed, the scenario is a practical use-case where riders rate other riders based on
their past experiences and provide a real-time idea of the characteristics a user possesses. The
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main characteristics assist in promoting a better and real-time recommendation to the riders.
5.3 Machine Learning Model & Prediction
The Machine Learning module selected in the thesis is Support Vector Machine (SVM).
The data-sets created for training the SVMs are the Feedback-Given-Characteristic Data-set and
Feedback-Received-Characteristic Data-set. In both data-sets, the input fields are the registered
user characteristics and the registered UTT. The outputs or the labels to be predicted are the
computed main characteristics. Table 3 and Table 4 reflect the fields and sample rows of the
created data-sets for the Machine Learning module.

Class Given
Comfortability
Chatty

Feedback-Given-Characteristic Data-set
Chatty Safety Punctuality Friendliness Comfortability UTT
3
5
4
1
4
20
1
2
4
3
5
10

Table 3: Sample Rows in the Feedback-Given-Characteristic Data-Set.
Table 3 provides the sample rows in the Feedback-Given-Characteristic database. Each row
comprises the first computed main characteristic, the rider’s registered characteristics, and UTT.
The first row in Table 3 signifies that for a rider with registered characteristics as chatty:3,
safety:5, punctuality:4, friendliness:1, comfortability:4, and UTT:20 minutes, the computed
Feedback-Given-Characteristic is the comfortability class.

Class Received
Punctuality
Safety

Feedback-Received-Characteristic Data-Set
Chatty Safety Punctuality Friendliness Comfortability UTT
4
4
2
3
1
10
5
4
4
1
4
25

Table 4: Sample Rows in the Feedback-Received-Characteristic Data-Set.
Table 4 provides the sample rows in the Feedback-Received-Characteristic database. Every tuple
contains the second main characteristic, the rider’s registered characteristics, and UTT. The first
row in Table 4 states that for a rider with registered characteristics chatty:4, safety:4,
punctuality:2, friendliness:3, comfortability:1, and UTT:10 minutes, the computed
Feedback-Received-Characteristic is the punctuality class.
The registered characteristics and UTT are the selected input fields or selected features
for the SVM modules. The expected output is that the SVM should predict the main
characteristics that match the computed main characteristics in the data-sets. For two data-sets,
the thesis uses two distinct SVM modules. The function of the first SVM is to predict the
Feedback-Given-Characteristic. Similarly, the function of the second SVM is to predict the
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Feedback-Received-Characteristic. The working of the two SVM modules is reflected in Figure 18.

SEND USER CHARACTERISTICS & UTT TO TRAINED &
TESTED SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE MODULES
NEW REGISTERING RIDERS
CHATTY_REQ
SAFETY_REQ
PUNCTUALITY_REQ
FRIENDLINESS_REQ
COMFORTABILITY_REQ
UTT

Feedback-GivenCharacteristic SVM

Feedback-ReceivedCharacteristic SVM

Predict
Characteristic

Predict
Characteristic

FIND DRIVER,
MATCHING LAYERS

COMPLETE TRIP

REGISTRATION PHASE
Feedback – Given – Characteristic
Feedback – Received – Characteristic

Search Riders With
Similar
Main Characteristics

Figure 18: Working of Support Vector Machines in the Main Characteristics
Prediction for Newly Registering Riders.
When new riders register to the system, the system notes the characteristics and UTT of the
riders. The system then sends the characteristics and UTT to the SVM modules. Based on the
trained and tested data-sets, the SVM modules predict the main characteristics. Based on the
predicted main characteristics, the system recommends riders with similar main characteristics to
the newly registered users.
The training and testing of SVMs are vital steps in the thesis. The module training has
been completed using 27,000 records for both SVM classifiers. Through the data-sets, the SVM
classifier learns that for a specific combination of the registered characteristics and UTT, the
output is a specific main characteristic. The SVMs were tested using new 12,000 records. For the
inputs in the testing data, initially, the system computed the respective first and second
characteristics. For the same set of input data, the SVMs predicted main characteristics. The
system then compared the predicted and computed values to check if the SVM is correctly
predicting the main characteristics. The comparison is a part of evaluating the Machine Learning
model accuracy, and the chapter of results provides a brief description of the SVM classifier
evaluation.
After getting significant testing results, the thesis employed the trained and tested SVMs
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to predict the main characteristics of newly registering riders. At first, the newly registered riders
provide the characteristics and UTT in the registration phase. The system then sends the
recorded characteristics and UTT to SVMs, which predict the main characteristics of the newly
registered riders.
In the experimentations, the Machine Learning module was retrained using variance as an
additional input feature. For an SVM, the higher the number of features, the higher is the
accuracy of the module. The value of variance provides an extra edge for SVM to classify and
plot the data points into labeled classes. With variance as an additional feature, the system
achieved higher model accuracy.
5.4 Experimentations
A simulation is denoted by Equation 5.6 where Ui denotes the User Threshold Time, RCi
denotes the number of riders traversed, and Si denotes a specific simulation event for the ith
simulation.
Si = {Ui , RCi }

(5.6)

At the beginning of every simulation, the trip starts by selecting a broadcasting rider from
the rider records. The selected rider has a UTT equal to Ui . Consider the first simulation S1 . For
the 1st iteration, U1 is taken as 10 minutes and RC1 as 200. After selecting a broadcasting rider
with a registered UTT of 10 minutes, the system begins the trip formation and the creation of the
trip document. If the trip ends while traversing through the first 20 riders, the simulation
continues by starting a new trip. The system again searches for a rider with a similar registered
Ui and begins the trip. The process of rider traversing and trip completion continues until the
RC1 reaches 200. The following represents the first simulation.

S1 = {U1 , RC1 } = {10, 200}

For every next simulation, the system keeps the similar value for Ui and increases the
value of RCi by 200 until it reaches 1000. Hence, the next simulation or S2 is denoted by
S2 = {U2 , RC2 } = {10, 400} and as the RCi reaches 1000, the ith simulation is
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S5 = {U5 , RC5 } = {10, 1000}. As the RCi reaches 1000, the system resets RCi to 200 and
increases Ui by 5. The next simulation is denoted by S6 = {U6 , RC6 } = {15, 200} and is followed
by simulations until S10 = {U10 , RC10 } = {15, 1000}. The system proceeds with the simulations
till the Ui reaches 30. Indeed, the nth or the last recorded simulation is given by Sn .

Sn = {30, 1000}

.
Variable
Ui
RCi
RPi
Ti
trip counti
M Ri
closeri
alternativei
matchcloser
matchalternative

Description
Trip User Threshold Time for a simulation Si
Total number of riders traversed in a simulation Si
Total number of riders accepted in a simulation Si
Total time consumed for completion of a simulation Si
Total number of trips computed in a simulation Si
Matching rate of a simulation Si
Count of riders accepted through the Exact and Closer matching types in a
simulation Si
Count of riders accepted through the Alternative matching type in a simulation
Si
Total count of riders accepted through the Exact and Closer matching types
in all simulations
Total count of riders accepted through the Alternative matching type in all
simulations

Table 5: Variables Responsible for Data Tracking in a Simulation.
Table 5 lists the variables that note the crucial changes or updates in a simulation. Every variable
has a distinct significance and contributes crucially while evaluating the overall system efficiency.

For every simulation Si , the system notes RPi , the total number of riders accepted, Ti , the
total time required for completing the simulation, and trip counti , the total number of trips
computed. Table 5 mentions the description of each variable which tracks the significant updates
in every simulation. In some cases, the results stated that RPi has a smaller value than RPi+1 .
The expected result is that RPi or the number of accepted riders should keep increasing with
every progressing simulation event. The unexpected increase or decrease in RPi was a
randomness factor introduced due to uneven acceptance of the riders at the UTT matching layer.
The system performed the same simulation without the Machine Learning model for ten times,
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and with the Machine Learning module for five times to reduce the randomness factor.
Performing the simulations several times reduced the randomness element, which led to the
accurate measurements of the system efficiency.
An important measure in the system efficiency is the matching rate. Equation 5.7 defines
the equation to compute the matching rate for a simulation. The matching rate is the division of
accepted riders and the total number of traversed riders. According to the expectation of the
thesis, the matching rate should keep increasing for consecutive simulations.

M Ri =

RPi
RCi

(5.7)

Two variables, closeri and alternativei track the number of accepted riders based on the
characteristics matching type which is the Exact, Closer and Alternative matching type in every
simulation Si . In the end, the system adds the values of closeri and alternativei from all
simulations to compare the number of riders accepted by the type of matching. Equation 2 and
Equation 3 represents the added rider count by the type of matching for all simulations. n marks
the total number of simulations and matchcloser and matchalternative are the variables that track
the total number of accepted riders by the characteristics matching type.
n
X

matchcloser =

closeri

(5.8)

alternativei

(5.9)

Si =1
n
X

matchalternative =

Si =1

Every tracking variable contributes to the performance measurement of the system. The
next chapter of results provides an in-depth analysis of the entire Ride Sharing model and
provides the contributions of the matching rate, the number of trips, and the time required for trip
formation towards the overall system efficiency. Also, the chapter includes a comparison of results
from Phase 1 and Phase 2, which states the improvements observed due to changes in Phase 2.
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CHAPTER 6
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The chapter of analysis and results includes four sections that are most crucial while
evaluating the system efficiency. The four sections are (i) Results from Phase 1 (ii) Machine
Learning Accuracy Measurement and Evaluation (iii) Results from Phase 2 and (iv) Comparison
of Results.
6.1 Results from Phase 1
The three significant components in the results of both phases of the thesis are the
matching rate, the number of completed trips, and the total time taken for the completion of a
simulation.
6.1.1

Matching Rate
The matching rate or the M Ri provides a fractional value of the accepted riders out of the

total traversed riders RCi in a simulation Si . It is essential to consider the total traversed riders
RCi in a simulation to understand the impact of the matching rate. Consider an example of a
simulation where the computed matching rate is 0.48. For better understanding, M Ri is
multiplied by 100 to get the matching rate in percentage. If RCi is 100, a matching rate of 0.48
implies that the system accepted 48% of riders while finding a match for the broadcasting riders
in all the computed trips in a simulation. The expected outcome of the thesis is that the matching
rate should improve as the number of traversed riders and the trip UTT increases. If the matching
rate is constant or falls for an increasing number of riders, the system fails to be efficient. The
X-axis in Figure 19 represents the RCi or the total number of searched riders while the Y-axis
specifies the scale of the matching rate. Each legend or the trend line indicates the trip UTT of
the simulation. The matching rate for Phase 1 is drafted using a stacked-line graph in Figure 19.
The observations from the graph in Figure 19 state that with the rising number of riders,
the system recorded a higher matching rate than the priorly recorded matching rates as shown in
the simulations. The highest recorded matching rate in Phase 1 is 0.49 for 1000 riders and 30
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Figure 19: Rider Matching Rate, Phase 1.
Every data-point on the graph is a simulation event. The graph evaluation includes observing the
plotted value for a specific UTT and a specific number of traversed riders. For example, the
matching rate for UTT:25 minutes and 800 traversed riders is 0.41, which implies that out of 800
searched riders where the trip UTT was 25 minutes, the system accepted 41% or 328 riders using
the designed Ride Sharing model.
minutes as the trip UTT. The matching rate of 0.49 implies that out of 1000 traversed riders, the
model accepted 49% or 490 riders.
6.1.2

Total Number of Completed Trips
For every simulation Si , the variable trip counti tracks the number of completed trips.

The elements of the stacked-lined graph for the total number of completed trips are similar to the
graph of the matching rate. The X-axis reflects the number of traversed riders from 200 to 1000,
and the legends indicate the trip UTT with distinct markers. The only difference is with the value
and scale on Y-axis. Y-axis represents the total number of computed trips. The expectations from
the model in terms of computed trips are that the trip counti should increase with the increasing
number of riders plus trip UTT, and the minimum number of computed trips should be at least 3
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Figure 20: Total Number of Computed Trips, Phase 1.
The number of computed trips is the total count of completed trips in a simulation. The graph is
evaluated by observing a simulation event and the value plotted for the simulation indicating the
total number of completed trips. For example, for UTT:10 minutes and traversed rider count of
600, the total number of completed trips is 15.
for every 100 traversed riders. Like the matching rate, if the total number of computed trips drops
down for progressing simulations, the Enhanced Ride Sharing Model proves to be inefficient. The
graph of the computed trips against the count of traversing riders is reflected in Figure 20.
The result in Figure 20 reflects that the Ride Sharing model in Phase 1 of the thesis
achieved a trip count of 5 for the first simulation where the UTT is 10 minutes, and the number
of traversed riders is 200. The observations from the stacked-lined graph in Figure 20 states that
the trip count increases with every simulation event or with the growing count of riders and trip
UTT. The highest number of completed trips is 26 for UTT:15 minutes and UTT:30 minutes for a
traversed rider count of 1000 riders.
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6.1.3

Trip Simulation Time
The trip simulation time or the Ti specifies the total time consumed for completing a

simulation Si . It is an important measure as it states the total time required to complete a
specific number of trips. The resultant graph for the trip simulation is portrayed in the form of a
Sum of trip_diff(mins)

stacked-line120.00
graph in Figure 21.
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Figure 21: Trip Simulation Time, Phase 1.
The data-points in the stacked-line graph describe the total time recorded to complete one entire
simulation. The graph is understood by providing an example of the simulation event where the
trip UTT is 15 minutes, and the number of traversed riders is 800. The simulation time recorded
for the selected example is 12.83 minutes.
The contribution of the simulation time towards the system efficiency depends on the
matching rate and the total number of computed trips in a simulation. The increase or decrease in
the simulation time does not affect the system. However, if the simulation time increases for every
consecutive simulation, it is crucial to observe the values of the matching rate and the completed
number of trips. The expected result in the thesis is that if the simulation time Ti keeps rising for
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every simulation Si , there should be a corresponding increase in the matching rate M Ri and the
total number of computed trips trip counti . From Figure 21, the noted observation is that the trip
simulation time keeps increasing for every progressing simulation. If the figures, Figure 19, Figure
20 and Figure 21 are placed next to each other, the results specify that the matching rate M Ri
and the number of completed trips trip counti increases with the rising trip simulation time Ti .
6.1.4

Number of Trips with Pool Completion

Trip Without
Pool
Completion,
811, 11%

Total Trip
Simulation
Count: 7159

Trip With Pool
Completion,
6348, 89%

Figure 22: Number of Trips with Pool Completion, Phase 1.
The pie-chart in Figure 22 provides a classification of the trips based on the pool completion
status. A higher number of trips with pool completion results in cutting down the fuel usage,
reducing carbon footprint, and improving the air quality, which are the objectives of the Ride
Sharing model. The total number of computed trips is 7159, out of which 6348 completed the
pool, and 811 trips did not complete the pool.
The proposed model indirectly helps humanity preserve environment and fuel resources if
the number of computed trips with pool completion is higher than the number of completed trips
without pool completion. After the completion of Phase 1, the trip count from all simulations is
added and classified based on the pool completion status. Trips that complete the pool entail that
the accepted riders and driver reached the vehicle seating capacity. Figure 22 reflects the drafted
classification of trips by the pool status in a pie-chart. The expected outcome in the thesis is that
out of the total number of computed trips, at least 70% of trips should complete the pool.
The result achieved in the case of trips with pool completion is considerately acceptable.
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The pie-chart in Figure 22 shows that the number of completed trips with pool completion is
89%, which is a significant measure in the case of the Ride Sharing model. For the total
computed trips trip countn and n being the total number of simulations, it is confirmed that
around 90% of the total trips completed the journey with pool completion.
6.1.5

Count of Matches By Characteristics Matching Type

17%

Exact/ Closer
Characteristics
Match With UTT

Total Riders
Accepted In
All Trips
(100%)

83%
Different
Characteristics
Match With UTT
Figure 23: Rider Count Classified by Matching Type, Phase 1.
The pie-chart in Figure 23 provides a classification of the rider count based on the rider matching
types. Out of all the accepted riders, the system accepted 17% of riders by the Exact or Closer
matching type and the rest by the Alternative or Different matching type. The result achieved is
an average quality result, but as every accepted rider goes through the UTT matching layer, the
overall result is satisfactory.
The count of matches by characteristics matching type is one of the most critical measures
of the system. The model design includes the Exact, Closer, and Alternative types of
characteristics matching. As stated in the previous chapter, the variables which track the rider
count by the matching type are the matchcloser and matchalternative . If the system accepts a rider
by the Exact or Closer matching, the value of matchcloser is incremented by 1. Alternatively, if
the system accepts a rider by the Alternative type of matching, the value of the matchalternative is
increased by 1.
The reason for generating results by the matching type is to check which rider
characteristics matching type is the most utilized by the system while creating trips. The
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expected outcome in the thesis is that the number of rider matches by the Exact or Closer
characteristics matching must be higher than the number of rider matches by the Alternative
matching type. Based on the values of matchcloser and matchalternative , the accepted riders are
drafted on a pie-chart as showcased in Figure 23. The two classes in the pie-chart are the Exact
or Closer characteristics match with UTT, and the Different or Alternative characteristics match
with UTT.
The pie-chart in Figure 23 reveals that the result achieved in terms of the number of rider
matches by characteristics matching types is an average quality result. The system recorded a
lower number of matches by the Exact and Closer matching type than the Alternative matching
type. But, as all riders undergo the UTT matching layer and as most of the trips complete the
pool, the overall result is acceptable.
6.2 Machine Learning Accuracy Measurement and Evaluation
6.2.1

True Positive, True Negative, False Positive, False Negative
It is necessary to provide the definitions of true positive (tp), true negative (tn), false

positive (fp), and false negative (fn) for evaluating the Machine Learning classifiers. The

Predicted Values
Chatty
Safety

definations are given with the help of a confusion matrix which is illustrated in Figure 24.

tp

fp

fn

tn

Safety
Chatty
Actual or Computed Values
Figure 24: An Example of Confusion Matrix.
Figure 24 illustrates a simple example of the confusion matrix with two classes, safety and chatty.
The values on the X-axis represent the actual or computed values and the values on the Y-axis
represent the predicted values by a Machine Learning classifier. The matrix contains values which
determine the quality of the prediction of a Machine Learning classifier in the form of true
positive (tp), true negative (tn), false positive (fp), and false negative (fn).
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The confusion matrix provides the level of correctness between a system’s computed value
for a class and a Machine Learning classifier’s predicted value for the same class. For illustrating
the confusion matrix, only two classes have been considered, the chatty and the safety class. Let
the computed main characteristic for a rider be the chatty class. The system evaluates the
Machine Learning accuracy by checking the main characteristic predicted by the SVM classifier.
If a Machine Learning classifier predicts a class that is similar to the computed class, the
prediction is true positive (tp). For example, if the SVM predicts the class chatty as the main
characteristic for the rider, the prediction is a true positive prediction.
Consider a case where an entity E does not belong to a class Cf alse . If the system subjects
the classifier with the entity E and the class Cf alse and the classifier correctly predicts that E does
not belong to class Cf alse , the prediction is true negative (tn). Directing to the same example, if
the system subjects the SVM with the rider and the safety class, and if the SVM predicts that the
rider is not associated with the safety class, the prediction is a true negative prediction.
The prediction is a false negative (fn) prediction when the Machine Learning classifier
predicts the wrong class as the right class. In the example of the rider, if the SVM predicts the
safety class, the prediction is a false negative prediction as the computed class is chatty.
Consider a case of the entity E, which belongs to a class Ccorrect . If the system subjects
the Machine Learning classifier with class Ccorrect and the entity E, and the classifier predicts that
E does not belong to class Ccorrect , then the prediction is false positive (fp). In the same example,
if the system subjects the SVM with the rider and the class chatty, and the SVM predicts that
the rider does not belong to the chatty class, the prediction is a false positive prediction.
6.2.2

Performance Measures
With the definitions of tp, tn, fp, and fn, the important elements of a Machine Learning

performance measure are the accuracy, F1 score, precision, and recall.
The first measure of performance for the Machine Learning classifier is the accuracy.
Accuracy is the fractional value of the total number of correctly predicted samples to the total
number of present samples in a data-set. Equation 6.1 represents the accuracy measure of a
Machine Learning classifier.
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accuracy =

tp + tn
tp + tn + f p + f n

(6.1)

Consider a case of a data-set where the number of false positives and false negatives are
the same. When the fp and fn are almost equal, the data-set is balanced. In the case of an
imbalanced data-set, the accuracy is not enough to measure the quality of prediction of a Machine
Learning classifier. The Enhanced Ride Sharing Model possesses imbalanced feedback data-sets,
and therefore more measures are required to evaluate the efficiency of SVMs. The other
performance measures for evaluating a Machine Learning classifier are precision, recall, and the
F1 score.
The second performance measure is precision, which is the division of the true positive
predictions to all the positively predicted predictions. From all the positive predicted values,
precision states which are correctly predicted values that match precisely to the computed values.
The system calculates the positive predictions by adding all true positive and false positive
predictions. A classifier is expected to possess a higher precision value for quality prediction. The
following Equation 6.2 represents the formula for computing precision of a Machine Learning
classifier.

precision =

tp
tp + f p

(6.2)

The third performance measure is the recall. Recall provides the fractional value of the
correctly predicted samples to the total samples in a data-set. In the case of the recall, the system
adds the true positive and false positive predictions to get the whole sample set. Equation 6.3
provides the formula for computing the recall of a Machine Learning classifier.

recall =

tp
tp + f n

(6.3)

It may be the case that the classifier predicts accurately for a particular set of classes but
predicts incorrectly for a few classes. In such a case, a possible solution is using the combination
of precision and recall. The combination of precision and recall provides the F1 score. The major
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focus of the F1 score is on false positives and false negatives. Equation 6.4 provides the formula
for computing the F1 score.

F 1 Score = 2 ∗

recall ∗ precision
recall + precision

(6.4)

If a classifier has a higher computed F1 score, the precision and recall utilized for
computing the F1 score are also high. Hence, a good or a higher F1 score indicates the classifier
prediction is accurate. The last performance measure for a Machine Learning classifier is the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE). The concept of the RMSE is explained through Figure 25.

PREDICTED DATA-POINTS
ACTUAL OR COMPUTED
DATA-POINTS

Y

ERROR IN PREDICTION
X

CURVE FITTING THE
DATA-POINTS

Figure 25: An Illustration of Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).
The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is a performance measure designed to get the difference
between the predicted and computed values. The computation begins with the plotting of the
predicted and computed data-points. The distance or the dotted lines between the fitted curve
and the predicted points is the actual error. The system calculates the RMSE by taking the
square root of the average of all the squared errors and provides an overall estimate of how
correctly a classifier can predict.
RMSE computes a value based on the errors present in every predicted sample point.
Initially, a curve or a line passes through all the computed data-points in the system. The first
step for calculating RMSE is the computation of error. Equation 6.5 gives the error between the
computed and predicted data-points. The error is the distance between the computed data-points
and the predicted data-points.

error = ycomputed − ypredicted

(6.5)

As the errors may result in negative values, all the errors are squared and added. The
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added squares are divided by the total number of data-points, providing the mean of squared
errors. The last step is computing the square root of the mean. A lower RMSE value represents
less error and therefore signifies that the classifier prediction is accurate. Equation 6.6 is utilized
for calculating the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE).
s
RM SE =

(error)2
=
total sample points

s

(ycomputed − ypredicted )2
total sample points

(6.6)

The thesis uses the confusion matrix, F1 score, precision, recall, RMSE, and accuracy for
measuring the quality of prediction and the performance of the Support Vector Machines.
6.2.3

Performance Measure of SVMs
Due to the presence of the imbalanced data-sets in the training and testing of Support

Vector Machines, it is essential to measure F1 score, precision, and recall for the five classes and
the overall RMSE and accuracy. The evaluation of the SVMs begins with the performance
measure for the first SVM, which is the Feedback-Given-Characteristic SVM. Table 6 cites the
calculated performance measures for the first SVM classifier. Also, to compare the system
computed values with the SVM predicted values for every class, the section of performance
measure includes the confusion matrix plotted for the first SVM, as shown in Figure 26.

Measurement(%)
F1 Score
Precision
Recall

Overall SVM Accuracy: 91.65%
Root Mean Square Error: 0.64
Accuracy Measure By Class
Chatty Safety Punctuality Friendliness
92.34
91.65
91.07
91.92
87.04
90.40
91.97
95.84
98.31
92.94
90.20
88.32

Comfortability
90.90
97.35
85.25

Table 6: Performance Measures for Feedback-Given-Characteristic SVM.
Table 6 provides the results of the first Support Vector Machine. The overall classifier accuracy is
around 92%, and RMSE is 0.64. Also, the computed F1 score, precision, and recall for every class
are greater than 85%, which defines that the first SVM classifier predicts accurately.
The expected result in the thesis from the perspective of Machine Learning is getting a
higher score for accuracy, F1 score, precision, recall, and getting a minimal RMSE score for the
Feedback-Given-Characteristic. From Table 6, it is confirmed that the
Feedback-Given-Characteristic SVM achieves a higher score for every performance measure. The
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Figure 26: Confusion Matrix for Feedback-Given-Characteristic SVM.
The confusion matrix provides the relation between the predicted and computed values for the
five classes. The numeric red scale on the right side of the heatmap defines the total number of
tested records for the first SVM. If the computed values match with the predicted values, the
system adds 1 to the true positives in the confusion matrix. The darkening of the red color based
on the red scale signifies that the highest number of matches between the computed and predicted
values occur in the true positives for all the classes.
computed F1 score, precision, and recall for all the classes are above 85%, proving the fact that
the predicted main characteristics match the system computed main characteristics. Also, a lower
RMSE score of 0.64 signifies that there is notably less error between the computed values by the
system and predicted values by the SVM classifier.
A similar approach is to calculate the performance measures for the second SVM or the
Feedback-Received-Characteristic SVM, which includes computing the overall classifier accuracy,
RMSE, F1 score, precision, and recall for the five classes. Table 7 presents the evaluated
performance measures for the second SVM classifier. To show the difference between the
computed and predicted values, Figure 27 provides the confusion matrix for the second SVM
classifier. The expected result from the second classifier is achieving a higher score for accuracy,
F1 score, precision, and recall plus recording a minimal RMSE score.
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Figure 27: Confusion Matrix for Feedback-Received-Characteristic SVM.
The confusion matrix of the second SVM has a similar structure to that of the confusion matrix
of the first SVM. The scale on the right side of the heat map represents the number of testing
records from 0 to 2000 or more. The matrix states that the true positives have the maximum
values in every column, which signifies that a higher number of predicted values match the
computed values. With the observation of the minimal difference between the computed and
predicted values, the Feedback-Received-Characteristic works accurately.

Measurement(%)
F1 Score
Precision
Recall

Overall SVM Accuracy: 91.33%
Root Mean Square Error: 0.42
Accuracy Measure By Class
Chatty Safety Punctuality Friendliness
87.85
89.02
90.63
93.22
86.13
87.52
92.58
91.97
89.21
88.82
89.67
94.49

Comfortability
93.21
95.48
96.96

Table 7: Performance Measures for Feedback-Received-Characteristic SVM.
Table 7 presents the performance measures for the Feedback-Received-Characteristic SVM. The
accuracy of the second SVM rounds up to 91%, and RMSE is significantly low, which is 0.42.
Also, the F1 score, precision, and recall are above 85%.
From the confusion matrix in Figure 27 and the observations in Table 7, it is inferred that
the computed F1 score, precision, and recall for every class is close to 90%. A higher score for
priorly stated performance measures contributes to the quality of prediction of the
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Feedback-Received-Characteristic SVM. Also, the RMSE error is quite less, which is 0.42, which
signifies that there the error is notably less between the computed and predicted values.
For both SVMs, the performance measurement of the Machine Learning classifier started
with 2000 training records and 800 testing records. With fewer training and testing records, the
accuracy computed to 20%. For gradually increasing the accuracy, the system increased the
training records by 2000 and the testing records by 1000 for every accuracy-test event. The
testing also included the meddling of the regularization and gamma parameter of the SVMs to
attain maximum accuracy. The training and testing ceased after receiving a 90% accuracy for
both SVMs. For getting such high accuracy, the system trained the SVMs with 27,000 records
and tested the SVMs with 12,000 records. From Table 6 and Table 7, a positive result for both
SVMs is that the accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score is above 85% which is a good measure
for a Machine Learning classifier. The quality of prediction is good, and the SVM classifiers assist
in providing real-time recommendations to riders.
6.3 Results from Phase 2
The significant contributions of the thesis are in Phase 2. In Phase 2, the running of
simulations continued until getting relevant and improved results than Phase 1. The results prove
to be satisfactory after executing the entire simulation for 5th time, which is half the number of
the simulations executed in Phase 1. In Phase 2, the similar results are evaluated, which are the
matching rate, the total number of completed trips, the total trip simulation time, the number of
computed trips with pool completion, and the classification of riders based on the characteristics
matching type. As the Phase 1 results specify the description of each evaluation measure for the
Ride Sharing model, Phase 2 directly provides the thesis objectives, results achieved, and the
supporting tables plus figures.
6.3.1

Matching Rate
The expected outcome in terms of matching rate for Phase 2 is that the computed

matching rates in Phase 2 for every simulation should be higher than the recorded matching rates
in Phase 1. Additionally, the matching rate should keep improving with the increasing number of
riders and trip UTT.
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Figure 28: Rider Matching Rate, Phase 2.
Figure 28 is similar to the graph of the matching rate of the results in Phase 1. The evaluation of
the graph includes noting the plotted point for a specific number of traversed riders and the
respective trip UTT. For example, the system computed a matching rate of 0.58 for the trip
UTT:30 minutes and traversed rider count of 800.
The observations from Figure 28 reflect that the model achieved a higher matching rate
for every simulation in Phase 2 as compared to Phase 1. For example, for 200 traversed riders and
trip UTT as 30 minutes, the matching rate in Phase 1 is 0.22, and the matching rate in Phase 2 is
0.32. Another example is of the UTT 30 minutes and 1000 traversed riders, where the matching
rate has increased from 0.49 in Phase 1 to 0.67 in Phase 2. Hence, results from Phase 2 are better
than Phase 1 in the aspect of the matching rate.
Moreover, from Figure 28, it is concluded that the matching rate in Phase 2 keeps
improving for every consecutive simulation. The highest recorded matching rate in Phase 2 is 0.67
for 1000 traversed riders and UTT:30 minutes. The matching rate of 0.67 implies that out of 1000
searched riders, the system accepted 67% or 670 riders.
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Figure 29: Average Number of Computed Trips, Phase 2.
Figure 29 provides the total number of computed trips for every simulation in Phase 2. The graph
evaluation consists of reading the plotted data-points, which marks the individual simulation
events. For example, the number of computed trips for UTT:25 minutes and 600 traversed riders
is 102.

6.3.2

Total Number of Computed Trips
The expected result for the number of computed trips is that the number of computed

trips in Phase 2 should exceed the completed number of trips in Phase 1 for every simulation.
Also, the trip count in Phase 2 should not fall with the increasing number of riders and trip UTT.
Based on the results in Figure 29, the system achieved a higher number of trips as
compared to Phase 1 for all simulations. For example, for RCi or a traversed rider count of 800
and the trip UTT as 20 minutes, the computed trip counti in Phase 1 is 20, and the computed
trip counti in Phase 2 is 100. Also, the observations from Figure 29 state that the trip counti or
the number of completed trips keeps rising with the increasing number of riders and trip UTT.
The highest number of recorded trips is 142 for the trip UTT:30 minutes and traversed count of
1000 riders.
6.3.3

Trip Simulation Time
One of the objectives in terms of trip simulation time for Phase 2 is that the matching

rate and the count of computed trips should increase if the simulation time keeps increasing for
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Figure 30: Trip Simulation Time, Phase 2.
The structure of the stacked-line graph for trip simulation time in Phase 2 is similar to the
structure of the trip simulation time graph in Phase 1. The graph evaluation consists of noting
the plotted data-point with traversed riders and trip UTT. For example, the computed trip
simulation time for UTT 10 minutes and 800 traversed riders is 81.09 minutes. It is necessary to
note the matching rate and computed trips in a simulation to analyze the impact of higher
simulation times.
consecutive simulations. If the results are compared between Phase 1 and Phase 2, including the
matching rate, the simulation time, and the number of completed trips, the system observes an
increase in the matching rate M Ri and the trip count trip counti with the growing simulation
time Ti for every simulation. The highest recorded simulation time is 133 minutes for the UTT:30
minutes and the traversing count of 1000 riders.
6.3.4

Number of Trips with Pool Completion
The expected outcome in terms of the trips with pool completion is that the number of

trips that complete the pool should be higher than the number of trips that do not complete the
pool. The second objective is to record a higher number of trips with pool completion than the
trips recorded with pool completion in Phase 1.
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Figure 31: Number of Trips with Pool Completion, Phase 2.
The pie-chart in Figure 31 separates the trips based on a value, which indicates if the riders
reached the seating capacity of the vehicle. The Ride Sharing model achieved acceptable results
in both phases, which states that the number of trips that completed the pool is higher than the
trips that failed to complete the pool.
One of the best results achieved in both phases is the result of the number of computed
trips with pool completion. The result is notable in the case of Phase 2, where the number of
trips that complete the pool is 98%. In the first phase, the total percentage of trips that
completed the pool is 85%. Thus, Phase 2 results are better as compared to Phase 1 by 10%. The
total computed trips in Phase 2 are 10,921 trips. Out of 10,921 trips, 10,734 or 98% of trips have
the pool completion status as “Yes,” while 187 or 2% of all the computed trips have the pool
completion status as “No.”
6.3.5

Count of Matches By Characteristics Matching Type
One of the major objectives in Phase 2 is to significantly increase the number of rider

matches by the Exact and Closer types of characteristics matching. The objective also implies
that the maximum number of matches should occur by the Exact or Closer characteristics types
of matching and not by the Alternative type of characteristics matching.
The result of the rider matches by the characteristics matching type is of the utmost
importance as it indicates the percentage of users matched by a specific characteristic matching
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Figure 32: Rider Count Classified by Matching Type, Phase 2.
The pie-chart in Figure 32 provides the classification of the rider count by the characteristics
matching type. In Phase 2, the model accepted a higher number of riders in the Exact and Closer
matching type than the Alternative matching type. Of all accepted riders, the model matched
and accepted 1% of riders having entirely different characteristics while the model paired and
accepted 99% of riders with similar or a little bit different characteristics.
type. The observations derived from Figure 32 reflect that the Ride Sharing model experienced a
more significant enhancement in the case of rider matches by Closer and Exact characteristics
matching. The system performed the maximum number of rider matches by the Exact and Closer
characteristics matching in Phase 2. Along with the result of maximum trips computation with
pool completion, the result of the rider match count in Phase 2 is highly satisfactory.
6.4 Comparison of Results
The section of the result comparison focuses on the enhancements in Phase 2 and provides
the reasons for improvements in the second phase. The section begins with Table 8, which
showcases a comparison of the observations noted in Phase 1 and Phase 2.
The average trip formation time is the average time taken by the system to create an
entire trip. The creation of the trip includes selecting a broadcasting rider and driver, adding
riders based on the characteristics matching layer, filtering the riders through the UTT matching
layer, and formation of the trip document. The observations provided satisfactory results for both
phases in terms of the trip formation time. In both phases, the trip formation time rounds up to
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Observations
Total number of computed trips
Total trips computed with pool completion
Total number of riders traversed
Average trip formation time (mins)

Phase 1
7159
6348
276400
0.80

Phase 2
10921
10734
90800
1.02

Table 8: Comparative Observations from Phase 1 and Phase 2.
To the addition of the number of computed trips with pool completion, the observations include
the average trip formation time and the total number of riders traversed in all simulations.
Observations provide the improvements and the drawbacks recorded in simulations which play a
key role in evaluating the system performance.
a minute.
The total number of riders traversed is the count of all riders searched in all the
simulations. In Phase 1, the system traversed through 276,400 riders for all simulations, while in
the second phase, the system traversed through 90,800 riders. In Phase 2, the system not only
computed a higher number of trips but also computed a higher number of trips with pool
completion. The comparative observation of the trip count specifies that the system improved in
Phase 2 of the thesis because of the Machine Learning algorithms. A higher number of computed
trips with pool completion proves the system is efficient and assists in promoting the usage of
Ride Sharing.
Figure 33 provides a comparison based on the number of computed trips with pool
completion in Phase 1 and Phase 2. Comparatively, both the results are satisfactory as the
percentage of trips that complete the pool is greater than 85% in Phase 1 and Phase 2.
Figure 34 comprises the vital results of accepted rider count based on Exact, Closer, and
Alternative matching type. By comparing the results, it can be concluded that the results in
Phase 2 are profoundly better than Phase 1. A higher count of matched riders possessing similar
characteristics reaches the expectation of the thesis of computing maximum rider matches by
Exact and Closer characteristics matching type.
The part of the performance measures comparison is one of the most critical parts of the
results. The section of images begins by comparing the matching rates from Phase 1 and Phase 2
in Figure 35. Figure 36 compares the results in terms of the total number of computed trips for
both phases, while Figure 37 presents a visual comparison of the total simulation time in both
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Figure 33: Result Comparison of the Classification of Trips Based on Pool
Completion.
From a perspective of pool completion, both the phases provide the expected results of maximum
trips computation with pool completion. The picture on the left is the result from Phase 1 while
the picture on the right is the result from Phase 2.
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Figure 34: Result Comparison of the Classification of Match Count Based on
Characteristics Matching Type.
From the comparison, it is recognizable that the system performance while matching the riders in
Phase 1 is average. With the integration of the Machine Learning recommendation system, the
system experienced a drastic improvement in the Closer and Exact Matching. The higher number
of matches implies that most of the users are commuting with other users who have exactly
similar or a little bit different characteristics.
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phases. The images on the left are the results from Phase 1, and the images on the right are the
results from Phase 2.
Machine Learning has a powerful impact on the Enhanced Ride Sharing Model. From the
observations in Table 8, Phase 2 provided better outcomes. Even though the system traversed
through fewer riders in Phase 2, with the help of a recommendation system, the system computed
a higher number of trips with pool completion. The number of total traversed riders in Phase 1 is
276,400 traversed riders, and the number of computed trips with pool completion is 6,348 trips.
Phase 2 observed a lower number of total traversed riders than Phase 1, which is 90,800 riders,
but Phase 2 resulted in the computation of the higher number of trips with pool completion i.e.,
is 10,734 trips than Phase 1.
The further part of the section discusses the model efficiency based on the observations
made in Figures 35, 36 and 37. The system’s efficiency is measured using the total trip simulation
time Ti , matching rate M Ri , and the number of computed trips trip counti for every simulation
event Si . In phase 2 there is a higher increase in Ti as compared to Phase 1. The system proves
to be efficient if it follows the condition which is, for an increase in Ti , the values of M Ri and
trip counti should also increase. If M Ri and trip counti decrease with the increasing Ti , the
system fails to be efficient. As shown in Figure 35 and Figure 36, the M Ri and trip counti
increases for every consecutive simulation. Also, from the result comparison of the three
stacked-line graphs, in most of the cases, the plotted values of M Ri , trip counti and Ti in Phase 2
is greater than the plotted values in Phase 1.
In both phases, results reach the expectations of the thesis and achieve the best using
Machine Learning SVM classifiers. The matching rate M Ri and the number of computed trips
trip counti keep increasing due to the increasing number of traversed riders RCi and increasing
UTT or Ui . The greater the RCi , there is more room for matching of riders. Also, with increased
Ui , riders located at a distance that needs a little longer traveling time can be accepted. Hence,
the matching rate and the number of trips depends on the number of riders and the UTT. It can
be stated from the results, M Ri and trip counti is directly proportional to RCi and Ui .
A significant change observed in the thesis is in the matching by characteristics type. In
Phase 1, the system accepted fewer riders by the Exact or Closer characteristics matching type.
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Figure 35: Result Comparison of the Matching Rates from Phase 1 (left) and Phase
2 (right).
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Figure 36: Result Comparison of the Number of Computed Trips in Phase 1 (left)
and Phase 2 (right).
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Figure 37: Result Comparison of the Total Simulation Time in Phase 1 (left) and
Phase 2 (right).
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In the second phase, matchcloser is much higher than the matchalternative or the number of
accepted riders by Closer and Exact characteristics type is much higher than the riders accepted
irrespective of characteristics. The reason for a higher match is the replacement of manual altering
of characteristics with the Machine Learning recommendation systems. In Phase 1, if the rider
characteristics did not match other rider characteristics by 100%, the system rejected the rider in
the three types of matching. In Phase 2, if the match is 85%, the system accepted the riders by
any matching characteristics types, which provided more features for rider matching and resulted
in a higher matching by the first two characteristics matching type i.e., by the Closer and Exact
matching type. Getting a higher match in Closer and Exact matching is one of the profoundly
expected outcomes of the system, where most of the users with similar likings are added on the
same trip. The comparison of the rider count by matching type is stated in Figure 34.
Overall, the Machine Learning algorithms assisted significantly in tuning up the Enhanced
Ride Sharing Model efficiency. The system achieved a higher matching rate with a higher number
of trips with pool completion in Phase 2 as compared to Phase 1. Also, as viewed in Table 8 or
the Table of Observations, in both phases, the average trip formation time rounds up to a minute,
which is highly satisfactory. The chapter concludes by summarizing the simulation results that
are maximum trips computed with pool completion, maximum rider matches observed by the
Exact and Closer characteristics matching, and a continuous increase observed in matching rates
plus the number of computed trips for progressing simulations.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
The chapter of the conclusion provides a final summary of all contributions of the thesis.
The conclusion is the final chapter of the thesis and is categorized into two primary sections: (i)
Conclusion and (ii) Future Work. The first section of the conclusion also includes the
shortcomings of the implemented system. The proposed solutions for the listed shortcomings and
the plans to extend the Ride Sharing model are included in future work.
7.1 Conclusion
Initially, the thesis began with an idea of Ride Sharing, which included the basic model of
sharing a ride with the characteristics matching layer and the User Threshold Time. The system
proved to be feasible after implementing the Ride Sharing model in Phase 1.
Phase 1 included the basic Ride Sharing model, while Phase 2 included the model
implementation with Machine Learning algorithms. The system computed parameters like the
matching rate, the average number of computed trips, total trip simulation time, the number of
trips that completed the pool, and the count of rider matches by the characteristics matching
type in both phases for evaluating the model efficiency.
A primary issue in the existing Ride Sharing models is the sudden addition of a rider on a
trip. The time to pick up the rider may add significant time for trip completion if the rider is at a
location that is too far from the vehicle’s location. The solution proposed in the thesis to
eliminate the extra rider waiting time is the User Threshold Time (UTT). UTT proved to be one
of the most crucial aspects, as riders are only added to a trip if they satisfy minimal trip
threshold time. Through UTT, the system makes sure that users do not wait for a long time due
to the unexpected addition of a rider on a trip.
One of the priorly stated motives of the thesis is to improve the overall matching rate,
which contributes to the expansion of the Car-Pooling services. The results computed in Phase 1
and Phase 2 are satisfactory and reach the expectations of the thesis in terms of the matching
rates. With observations from Phase 1 and Phase 2 simulations, it is concluded positively that
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the matching rate keeps increasing as the number of traversing riders and trip UTT keeps rising.
The system observed a similar result in the case of the total number of computed trips. For both
phases, the number of trips keeps increasing for every simulation event. The number of computed
trips in Phase 2 is notably higher than the number of computed trips in Phase 1.
The efficiency of the Ride Sharing model is measured by coupling the results of simulation
time, matching rate, and the average number of computed trips. The condition with the
simulation time is that with the increasing simulation time, the matching rate, and the total
number of computed trips should not decrease. From the simulations performed in both phases
and based on the observations from the results, it is concluded that the matching rate and the
number of computed trips keep increasing with the growing simulation time. With the
combination of the results, it is true that the model efficiency increases as the number of traversed
riders and the trip UTT increases.
The number of trips completed in Phase 2 is higher than the number of computed trips in
Phase 1, even though the number of riders traversed in Phase 2 is less than the number of riders
traversed in Phase 1. However, a satisfactory result in both phases is that the percentage of trips
that complete the pool is above 85%. Such a measure encourages the usage of Ride Sharing
services, indirectly leading to a reduction in the emissions from the vehicle, cutting down the
usage of fuel resources, reducing traffic, and using the platform of Ride Sharing to tackle Global
Warming.
The accuracy of the SVMs in both phases rounds up to 90%. The predicted
characteristics by the SVMs assists in the rider matching and eliminates tedious computations for
determining the main characteristics of a rider. Also, the Machine Learning recommendation
system assists in tracking the rider’s most favored characteristics, and the system tends to group
riders having similar favored characteristics. Also, one of the results in Phase 2 states that most
of the riders are matched by the Exact or Closer characteristics matching type. As most of the
matching is performed using the Closer and Exact matching types, the proposed model pairs
maximum riders with similar characteristics that promotes an environment for an interactive and
social Car-Pooling journey.
The designed model in the thesis focuses more on users. The approach employed for rider
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traversing is the Multiple-Sources-Multiple-Destinations (MSMD) approach, which meets the
rider traversing expectation of starting and ending at any location in a journey. Also, using the
optimized MSMD path with UTT ensures that riders complete the journey in minimally possible
time and do not wait or travel for long on a trip. An additional result to conclude is about the
average trip formation time. The average trip formation time in both phases of thesis rounds up
to a minute. Also, details like the driver, the time for journey completion, necessary passenger
details, and five characteristics based feedback helps understand and serve users better while
commuting on a journey. Users get to know the basic profile of the riders through the trip
document, which helps achieve a significant purpose of reducing stress, frustrations, disputes, and,
most importantly, reducing the social barrier among riders.
Summarizing the section, the Enhanced Ride Sharing Model is feasible and can be
employed to increase the usage of Ride Sharing. The thesis expects that the designed Ride
Sharing model will help the current transportation companies to enhance their matching
methodologies, which will indirectly help humanity to preserve the environment and save natural
resources for future generations.
7.2 Shortcomings
Shortcomings define the limitations of a system and are the tasks that are out of the scope
of the currently designed system. The solutions to current shortcomings form further
implementation plans or future work.
One of the shortcomings in the thesis is the limitations of the zones. Currently, the model
functions on the basis of the zones. If the system is set up for a new country or a state, the
architecture of the system will require design changes. The system can use geofencing technology
for an area without zones. For a new area or state, using the boundary of the area, the areas can
be divided into several smaller sections using the Google Maps Geofencing API. The smaller
sections may be declared and utilized as zones in the future.
Another critical limitation is the case when a user always wants to travel with other users
having identical characteristics on every trip. If a rider wishes to travel only with the users having
Exact characteristics, the system may find it challenging to search and accept riders with identical
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characteristics on a trip. The system may even find users with exactly matching characteristics
from the data-set, but associating riders on the same trip and at the same time may be difficult
due to the UTT matching. The riders may want a user with the same characteristics, but the
odds of finding users traveling at the same time and on the same trajectory are considerably low.
The limitation of the Google Maps Keys also forms one of the shortcomings of the system.
The system experiences substantial transactions of the client requests and server responses in the
Ride Sharing model. The application can only work if the system possesses an active Google
Maps Key. The number of requests is limited to every Google Maps Key. After using all requests
for a Key, no more client responses are received by Google Cloud data server. Hence, if the
application functionality ceases after the complete usage of a Key, the only solution is to create a
new key and restart the application. A proposed solution to the Google Maps Key request
limitation is buying a premium plan of Google Maps, which may be expensive. Another solution
is creating an array of Google Maps Keys. If one Key is entirely utilized and the system does not
receive any further data, the next available Key in the array can be utilized, and the system’s
availability is not compromised.
7.3 Future Work
The future work of the Ride Sharing model includes building a full-fledged Android
application. The application may provide functionalities like rider registration, broadcasting a
request, completing a trip, and rating other users.
Additionally, in the further phases of implementation, the thesis may provide a
sophisticated billing model for the riders in the future. The design will focus on solving the rider
issues that states all riders are billed equally even though some riders travel for a considerately
short distance. The pricing strategy will include billing the riders only for the miles they travel
and not for the entire trip.
The future work in the thesis includes providing extra features for drivers. The system
may provide a feature to switch a role between a rider and a driver instantly. In this way, any
user can be a driver and a rider instantaneously. Additionally, a field named “luggage carrier”
may be included in the driver’s trip document details. Whenever a user is broadcasting and
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specifically possesses luggage, the system may provide a feature that allows riders to specifically
broadcast a request for a vehicle that is a “luggage carrier.”
Moreover, the thesis may introduce the concept of “Favorites” in the future. A rider may
tag certain users as Favorites based on past trips. Whenever the rider is broadcasting for a trip
and the riders listed under the Favorites are active and broadcasting, the system may notify all
riders and try to pair them up on a trip if they are traveling through the same trajectory. The
solution of Favorites is proposed to overcome the shortcoming of the rider who only wants to
travel with riders who have exactly matching characteristics.
The future work in the thesis may also extend to the idea of virtual “Badges.” The system
may provide Badges after specific rider and driver achievements. For example, if a rider
performed ten trips, and the vehicle’s seating capacity for the ten trips was full, the system may
reward a badge that states “Environment Helper.” The Badge may also possess points which may
help to fill out the costs for the future trips. The Badges will signify how the user is indirectly
contributing to the conservation of the environment and fuel resources.
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APPENDIX B
ACRONYMS
API Application Programming Interface. 6
ERSM Enhanced Ride Sharing Model. ix, 2, 5, 11
fn false negative. 51, 52
fp false positive. 51, 52
HOV High Occupancy Vehicle. 2, 3
IoT Internet of Things. 9, 12
KNN K-Nearest Neighbours. 17
ML Machine Learning. 6
MSMD Multiple-Sources-Multiple-Destinations. 11, 13–15, 18, 71
MSSD Multiple-Sources-Same-Destination. 13
NYC New York City. 10, 19
RBF Radial Bias Function. 17
RMSE Root Mean Square Error. x, 54, 55
SSMD Same-Source-Multiple-Destinations. 13
SSSD Same-Source-Same-Destination. 13
SVM Support Vector Machine. 7, 17, 40
tn true negative. 51, 52
tp true positive. 51, 52
UTT User Threshold Time. 5, 6, 11, 18
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